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ACCESSORIES

The Largest distributors of CB accessories in theUK.

Come and see the biggest and best selection
of CB radio accessories including:EXPANDER
500

MURA CBT 25
SWR/P/AIM

A LARGE SELECTION
OF ALL ACCESSORIES
ALWAYS IN STOCK

K40
SPEECH
PROCESSOR

AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE UK
ABERDEEN: Cheyne electrOniCS, Crosslields. Turilf. Aberdeenshire. (088851254
BLACKPOOL: ADS Electronics. The ladder Centre, 239 Dickson Road. Norlhshore. Blackpool.
BURY, LANeS: 8 & H ElectroniCS, 183 The Rock. Bury, Lancs. 061 761 6144
BURY ST. EDMUNOS: Oenver Aulos (Skid Parish). 1r05100, Bury SI. Edmunds. Suffolk. Honninglon 506
CARLISLE: R & S Supplies. 29 lamb Slteet, Upperby. Carlisle Carlisle 38172
CHELTENHAM: Breakers Yard. 1 Moorend Terrace. Croft Slreet. Cheltenham, Glos. (0242) 39783
COVENTRY: CB Specialisls Covenlry. 79 Far Goslorlh Street. Coventry.
EAST BARNET: Autospar. 271 East Barnet Rd. East Barnet. Herts. 014495070
EDINBURGH: Cuslom Equipe. 131 Founlaln Bridge. Edinburgh.
GREENFORO: Sound Around. 114 RUlshp Road. Greenford. Middlesex. 01-575 5030
ISLE OF WIGHT: Eleclronic Pastimes. 29 North Read, Shanklin.lsle of Wight. (098386) 6103
LEEDS: H. Fi Servicing. 26 Moreland Grove. Leeds 17. (0532) 686960
LITTLE HAMPTON: Golden No·s. 6 Bayford Road, LIllIehamplon, Wesl Sussex. (09064) 24858
LONDON tFulhaml: Chelsea CB Centre. 73·77 Brilannla Rd. London. SW6 2JR. 01-731 3287/8/9
LONDON SoniC Sound AudiO. 248·256 Tottenham Court Rd. London, W1. 01·637 1908
N IRELAND: J.C. Pallerson, The Corner House, Lisburn, NI. 08462 2034/5
N. IRELAND: Mc. Naulty 3. Sons. Belmore SI, Enneskellen, N,Iftlland. (0365) 4443
ORPINGTON: CB Shack, 16 Mount View Rd. Orpington, Kent. (66) 32411
ROM FORD: CB In Romford, Collier Row, Romford. Essex.
'
SCOTlAND (Elgin): Surgeons Motor Cycles, 3 Tyock IndUslnal Eslate, Elgin, Scolland. (0343) 45252
SCOTlAND (Greenock): MOIOr Accessory Cenlre, 1 Regenl St, Greenock. SColland. (0475) 25399
SHEFFIELD: Steel City Custom, 132 Pennstone Rd North, Sheffield. (0742) 346234
STOKE ON TRENT: HSBC. 27 Hope Street. Hanley, Stock on Trenl. (0782) 273815
WATFORD: Componenl Cenlre, 7 Langley Rd. Watford. Herts. (92) 45335
WEST BROMWICH: GTTS EleclrOnlCs. 63 Andrew Rd, West Bromwich. Wesl MIdlands. (021) 5883396
WIGAN: Car RadiO, 8 Oarlinglon Street. East Wlgan. Lancs. (0942)43101
WORCESTER: DAD. 23 Blackfflars Square. Worcester. (0905) 21919
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Mura Electronics (UK) Ltd.,
79 Church Road. Hendon. London NW
rei: 01 203 5277/8
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IMPORTANT
AS A MAGAZiNE WE CANNOT CONDONE THE
USE OF ILLEGAL 27 mhz EQUIPMENT NOR is
THIS PUBLICATION INTENDED TO ENCOURAGE
THE USE OF SUCH OR ANY OTHER ILLEGAL
EQUIPMENT CAPABLE OF TRANSMITTING OR
RECEIVING. WE DO NOT ACCEPT RESPONSI·
BILlTY FOR ANYTHING PUBLISHED WiTHIN OUR
PAGES NOR ANY DAMAGE HOWEVER CAUSED.
IRRESPONSIBLE AREN'T WE!
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Once more
unto the
Breach
Onward onward, ever onward, yes we're still here and intend to remain with an introduction.
So what the heck, I enjoy writing the intro and I'm
sure you don't mind do you? Besides how else can I tell
you, not that you're really interested, what has been
happening to us and the CB scene in general. No I'm
not going to use Well to start of the next paragraph!
Okay, for those of you who have read from copy one
onwards, I sympathise, stick with it. This is going to be
a regular spot. Actually to be truthful you knew that all
along didn't you? Even if we didn't seem to know,
frankly we were waiting for letters to flood in saying
how lousy the intro is and abolish the editor. But as that
didn't happen, Hello.
New readers will by now be totally baffled so maybe I
should explain, here we go again. As a magazine we
started to exist back in May although we had to change
the cover date to June, so as not to be out of date.
However there were to Bank holidays that month so
we should have really called it the July issue. Hence
ever since we have been late and we didn't really know
whether to have a regular introduction page or not,
confused?
Well! On the subject of late' We will eventually, how
many times are we going to say this, try and get up to a
publication date of, wait for it, being available at the
very beginning of the month instead of half way
through. Last month we failed and blamed it on the
Discussion Document, which to be truthful was correct.
This month, well there was another Bank Holiday
wasn't there. As I already eat, drink and sleep CB 24
hours of the day, seven days a week, all together Aah, I
decided to have a rest and toddled, toddled haven't
heard that word in years, anyhow I went to Bournemouth, no prizes for guessing wh' e I stayed.
Last month things were happeni, ,g, we attended the
Press conference at the Home Office which was called
to officially announce the Discussion Document. We
sat and listened to Mr. Raison as he put over the
Governments thinking in their approach to OC, the
press asked their questions and we weren't shy in
getting our two cents worth but more of that opposite.
We even helped make a little bit of news, our patron
saint JOH was interviewed by Capital Radio, LBC,
Radio London and a few others. Unfortunately the only
interview we heard was the Captial Radio London
Tonight, not wishing to make JOH's head any bigger,
but the coverage did put over a fair opinion of CB.
However as the greater majority of you can't receive
this station, the coverage was lost on you. Don't get me
wrong, I'm not saying you're out in the sticks but unless
you send us in reports then I guess there's going to be
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a lack of coverage North of Watford.
On that subject if you feel like becoming an area
reporter for us let us know. If you can operate a camera
and use a pen then don't just think about it, write and
let us know what is happening in your area. You may
even find it worth your while.
But back to the news, I am not sure that we're here to
create it but I guess any mention CB gets helps to
make the public realise that CB and CBers exist. Now
what's he rambling on about? You may well ask!
Do you horde back copies of the Daily Mirror? Well
go and rummage through them, Tuesday August the
26th page 5. On second thoughts, come back, you
probably won't have it lying around anyway, not unless
you've got a nice old fashioned Fish and Chip shop
near you. But once more I digress, there was a nice
little write up on the Northampton Police Statement
refusing to aid the GPO in detecting or apprehending
CB users. Richard Todd the reporter had in his possession our issue two and was referring to our 'The Law
and You'. Of course he mentioned our name which
helps us, however it's a shame we couldn't have
persuaded him to print that if you phone Teledata they
will give you our address and you can post off for a
copy. But then that would be advertising wouldn't it.
Have you noticed the way we flow from one subject
to the other? Neat isn't it? No, oh well, there's no
pleasing some people. The reason we use Teledata, is
hurumph, we're not supposed tosaythis, when you, no
not you, when other naughty boys talk to each other on
that thingamejig, you know it's like Amateur Radio only
different. Then they could just talk about us and in
particular how to contact us. Well that is they could if it
was legal, they could say sure just phone Teledata
they will give you the address. But as it's illegal I don't
suppose anybody actually says that. I suppose at the
moment people just tell each other in pubs.
Either way they must because a few of you that sent
in a subscription have commented on Teledata asking
you for your name and number and even address, you
know you don't have to tell them, it's just normal
practice with them, it's not something special to the
subject of CB.
One last SUbject, yes we have seen Breaker, we
knew about it quite a while back, let you into a secret
they refused to take our advert. Quite a compliment
really, they said we were too much like competition.
Well (damn that word again, I will find a new one for
next month). Well this is your friendly British Breakers
Mag going on the side till next month,
EO
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The Press
Conference at
the HO
Most members of the Press ottended this the official release of the Discussion Document.
Tuesday the 5th of August was the day the Home
Office chose to release their Discussion Document.
We had managed to get our sticky little mitts on an
embargoed copy along with an invite to attend the
press conference. We arrived at the same time as
Richard Town whose comments on the document
were, quote, "The Government have been sold a Pup."
unquote. Those of you who know Richard will have
noticed that he is not one to leave things unsaid and he
certainly came to the point here.
The conference began with Mr. Timothy Raison
outlining the thinking behind the Discussion Document,
namely that the Government believed this is a chance
to open up discussion and not to be negative. He
continued to outline the principles, quote, "The public
shouid we feel have the opportunity to make use of Air
Space, this is our first consideration. Secondly there
are certai n social uses that must be considered. There
is obviously some benefit to be gained from a form of
Open Channel, for instance in its possibilities as a
means of summoning help in the case of an accident or
being stranded." unquote. He continued, quote, "But
our main and principal reason is that it is an opportunity
for people to enjoy themselves, Open Channel can be
fun for the users, this is our main reason for publishing
this Discussion Document. Forthly and lastly, the
growing illegal use of 27 MHz is bound to cause
concern, we feel that we can combat this use if we are
specific." unquote. Then Mr. Raison went on to explain
the reasons for outlining their preference of a 928
MHz OC. Quote, "We consider this to be an opportunity
and a chance for British industry and an export aspect
exists if they seize this opportunity. There are two main
points on the frequency discussion and interference is
at the heart of the matter. Firstly we cannot accept any
system that will cause interference and we cannot
allow CB to interfere with anyone. Secondly, Open
Channel cannot be a burden on public expenditure,
OC must be self financing. The Radio Regulatory
Department have taken extreme care in preparing this
Discussion Document. 27 MHz isdefinately unsuitable
and none of the main bodies campaigning for legalisation have plumbed for 27. There is proven interference on this frequency to Modelers, Hospitals,
Police and other emergency services. We believe the
merits of a frequency over 928 are plain. One, it is
available, it should give the recommended range, and
require no skill to operate. Two, there is no Iiklihood of
interference to anyone. Also we will be in line with
European and International thinking. We believe we
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have the right basis but are open to practical and
sensible suggestions." unquote.
After this announcement the press were allowed to
ask questions. One member asked if a date for introduction of OC could be given. Mr. Raison answered,
quote, "It would be wrong to be pinned down to a
precise date, the closing date for the docu ment is
November and then a specification still has to be
drawn up. If preferred frequency is to be used this
would not take long and I would hope that OC would be
available in 1981." unquote. Hewas then asked if they
had not priced CB out of the market and could he give
an idea of the price of OC equipment. The reply was as
one expected, in the same terms as in the DD 20% on
the price of existing land mobile but that the price
would drop with demand. There had been informal
talks with manufacturers but no conciusions had been
drawn.
Mr. Raison was then asked if 928 MHz has a limited
range of only one or two miles, did this not cancel out
one of the nromal benefits of CB, namely the range in
an emergency. His reply was, quote, "I don't frankly
think that in a city, which is where the range is reduced,
CB is necessary to contact the emergency services,
there are 8'Tlple telephones in existence." unquote.
This answer raised a few murmers of if you can find an
unvandalised telephone, and a small ripple of laughter.
We then asked if there would be an amnesty period
as in Australia, of if allowances would be made for
those using 27 MHz. The answer was stern, quote,
"The use of 27 MHz is illegal, these illicit users are
risking damaging more important things, there is proved
interference and these things are more important than
sheer enjoyment. 27 MHz is illegal and will continue to
be, we will continue to prosecute these iliicit users.
They are breaking the law and shouldn't be using this
frequency." unquote.
We then asked if Britain as members of the EEC had
not been co-signatories agreeing to the use of 27 FM
and as they had not looked at this frequency in the
Discussion Document did they now intend to. The
reply was passed on to the Radio Regulatory departments technical advisor who in a soft voice said yes
they had looked at the frequency and it was under
further study. It was not included in the DD and would if
brought up in the response be looked at again in
greater detail. Mr. Raison then added that there wasa
general move closer to Europe and these facts were
considered and would be considered in any decision
about frequency.
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The Press Conference at the HO
Mr. Raison was then asked if the Band 1 405 line
BBC frequency would not be an easy alternative to the
CB problem. The answer was basically that this would
not be an overnight alternative and that there were
already other uses for this spectrum. At this time they
could not say whether this would orwould not be made
available to OC.
Mr. Raison replied to another question, quote, "An
additional amount of staff will be required to issue
licences, this is estimated at 20 people and the licence
fee would be so arranged to cover this expenditure. A
good guide to this would be the amateur fee which is
£6.40. There would be no call sign required for OC."
unquote.
The next question for Mr. Raison could have been
phrased better as It was shrugged off in a humorous
air. The question was one of the medical aspects of
928 and over, namely that the advocates of 27 claim
that such a high frequency could cause brain damage.
Mr. Raisons reply was, quote, "There has been no real
study by us on this subject, the claims by Motorola
ha,ve not been verified by us. There is with all frequencies
a certain amount of risk from any transmissions, but we
don't consider this to be a specific problem to OC,
more a general problem." unquote. We should state
that this WIIS said with the consultation and agreement
of their Home Office technical boffin.
We then asked Mr. Raison whether he thought the
present use of 27 M Hz was out of control and if this

Discussion Document was not too late. The reply was
quote, "No, I don't feel that the use of 27 M Hz is by any
means out of control. It is illegal and shouldn't be used,
these people are breaking the law. Wewlll be, when we
have parliamentary time, tightening up the legislation
on sale and advertising of 27 MHz." unquote.
After the press had had all their questions answered
I wandered over to see the boffin, he was talking of
'ILS', landing systems and that they could be interfered
with by CBers, knowing how much activity there is in
the Heathrow Airport area I asked if there had been
any complaints. The answer was NO. But I would not
be surprised if in the future you can expect this will be
thrown up as the new service in danger from CB transmissions.

JOH
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The Volunteers are on Channel
Local information con be hard to get at times and for this among other reasons the Volunteers ore
on the side.
That's a four good buddy, you've got a volunteer
here. I've got a copy of that info, you said there's a four
car pile up on the superslab at the base of the fly-over
just where it opens into three lanes. It looks nasty and
there's injuries in two of the four cars. I've got a Roger
on that and I am informing the emergency services,
looks like they're going to need at least two ambulances.
Can you hold it on the side there buddy and I will put a
one-four break out. One four, one four attention all
breakers we've got a multi car pile up on the motorway
any breakers headed on the flyover west bound, can
you back it on down.
Well good buddies that was one of the sort of things
that the volunteers are providing, it is one of many, we
are monitoring to help you and others, there is a local
information service, a traffic report service and an
important message service. How many times have you
desperately needed to copy a breaker that night and
failed? Well now you can leave the message with us
and we will relay it when the breaker comes on
channel. What it all adds upto is reliability. Reliability in
the sense that we're always here, reliability that if there
is a volunteer on channel then they are a responsible
breaker and that he or she is relaying to you what he or

she has been told. No wind ups just facts. Repeat NO
wind ups. In the case of a radio check what the
volunteer tells you is fact and when relaying information
it is what you the responsible breaker has originally
told the volunteer.
The success of this venture is really upto you, we are
dependent on all you breakers for a good response. At
the moment we monitor channel 14 from 0800 hrs until
1700 hrs in the South South West London area, but if
the need arises out of these times give us a shout
because we may be on the side. It is our intention to set
up a 24 hour monitor of channel 09 in the near future,
when this is set upwewillletyou know. Butwe are here
now, it is a start and with your help it will grow and our
aims will be achieved. A 24 hour service to help you
and everyone else.
So breakers we leave it up to you to help us provide a
useful service. So now you know we are here jf you're
ever in range give us a call and let us know you care,
tell us what the traffic is like, let us help you to help
others. Remember we care.
So ten ten keep it clean and don't be seen, all the
high numbers from: The Volunteers, Sea Fox, Albatross,
Red Rum, Bardic, White Cat and Blackjack.
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CB ACCESSORIES
NOW IN
FINCHLEY
NORTH LONDON
WE STOCK A VAST RANGE OF CB
ACCESSORIES AT VERY COMPETITIVE
PRICES
Le DV 27 £950

SWR Melers from £8.50

Phone

01-349 0524
FOR OUR COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
PLEASE SEND A SAE TO:-

CAR SPARES (FINCHLEY)
15! BALLARDS LANE, FlNCHLEY. LONDON N3
OR CALL AND SEE US - WE ARE OPEN
8.30am to 6pm Mon-Sat lOam to Ipm Sunday
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YOUR CB/PA SYSTEMS, CAN BE WIRED
TO ANY MICROPHONE.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS ARE INCLUDED
FORTHE POPULAR MICS IN USE TODAY.
TBl
SB2
H3
SB3
BK60

TWEETY BIRD
£14.95
SPACE BIRD
£14.95
DIESEL HORN
£ 14.95
WAIL SIREN
£14.95
SOUND ORGAN WITH 3 TUNES
TB1,H3&SB3
£24.95
BK70 SOUND ORGAN WITH 3 TUNES
SB2, SB3 & TB1
£24.95
ALL PRICES INC. VAT, P & P
ORDER BY MAIL ORDER OR CALL AT:-

!~AWtIo~

~

TEL: 01·449 5070

271 EAST BARNET ROAD
EAST BARNET
HERTFORDSHIRE EN4 8SX
TELEX: 922488 REF: 127
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This one's
Here to
Stay
CO takes hold and I had to ask myself do wives and CO. mix?
My other half is a man of many interests (which is not
a bad thing as it keeps him out of pubs and off the
streets) he often throws himself body and soul into a
new hobby. Unfortunately, it means I get thrown in as
well, interested or not, usually not.
Over the years I have:
.. stood and shivered in the rain and oil at Brands
Hatch, whilst James Hunt (otherwise known as my
husband) bosses everyone in the pits.
.. Had my ears assaulted by woofers and tweeters
whilst Mike Oldfield (also known as my hubby) has
tried to turn the house into a branch of Laskeys,
.. Laid flat out on a cold concrete floor in a cold
concrete hut with a rifle strapped to my arm and
squinting at a target I couldn't even see, never mind hit
(8 a.m. Sunday morning as well! - how's that for
devotion),
.. and held the nuts and bolts, gaskets and other
necessary tools as Colin Chapman (sometimes known
as) rebuilt an Alfa Romeo in the kitchen.
During all this, I made the required interested noises
(according tothe agony columns, rule No. 1 for a happy
relationship is to be interested in your man's hobby)
and tried not to think of divorce.
I recognised all the signs of a new hobby developing
last Spring. It was either that or an as yet undiagnosed
terminal disease. Theglazed look, muttering under the
breath, sudden desertion of other projects that had
once been so important and desperate financial calculation surrounded by salary slips (mine!) and bank
statements. I paid no attention -I'd been through it all
before. All I knew was that he had borrowed a big,
expensive receiver and was listening to people with
weird names talking gibberish to each other. Slowly,
however, I started to listen and get interested in spite
of myself. Gradually it began to make sense and I
recognised voices and names and worked out what
10,4, 10-20, Roger Dodge and the rest of the gibberish
meant. Well, no prizes for guessing - C.B. radio was the
latest fad.
Although I came round from my original opinion I still
wasn't that bothered by CB. until 'The Doughnut' (as
he'd now become) suggested buying a rig. "That's it" I
thought, "he's cracked up, all this 10,4 good buddy has
addled his brain". Lights burnt far into the night as I
raved on; "You must be mad, spend all that money? It's
illegal anyway, we could get nicked, it's a passing
phase, you felt like this when you wanted flying
lessons" etc., etc. Knowing my talent for talking, he
played his ace card and said, "But if we had a proper rig
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we could talk back". Now this was something that had
not occurred to me, as I hadn't considered how the
people we were listening to actually communicated
with each other. The more I thought about it the more I
liked the idea.
I would like to say that it was all plain sailing from
there, but I wouldn't be telling the truth. Last summer
we sat and worried about almost everything C.B.,
especially our rig coming through customs. (We had to
get a rig from the States because we didn't know where
to get one in this country!) I had visions of it being
impounded and uniformed figures bursting into the
house and me being dragged kicking 'and screaming
through the door. Think of the neighbours!
However, it arrived safe and sound and then our
problems really began. We didn't have an antenna and we still didn't know where to get one. In the end
The Doughnut sidled into an amateur radio shop,
trying to look inconspicuous and looking just the
opposite, and asked in a whisper for an antenna in the
10 metre band. The guy behind the counter bellowed
across the shop "Is it for 10 metres, or C.B.?" The
Doughnut went puce and said "C. B.!" and started to
ramble on that really it was for his brother and he was
just passing and was asking as a favour, etc. Needless
to say they didn't believe him but sold him an aerial
they said would do. Well I don't know what radio
amateurs call an acceptable S.W.R. but the best we
could get was 5:1, so The Doughnut had to go back and
tell them that his brother said it was no good. He
connected up the new aerial and got a lower S.W.R.
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that we decided would have to do as we were bursting
to go out and try it. We tanked up with petrol and set off
in the wheels.
By now, kind readers, you are probably thinking we
rode into the sunset and lived happily ever alter. No
such luck. We had a rig and, alter some hassle, an
antenna. But no breakers. No-one would talk to us. We
could hear voices as White Gaily, Robin Hood and
Valentino chatted away but it all went quiet as The
Doughnut went on. They were obviously wary of a new
voice that no-one recognised. It was just as well we
had a tank of gas, as we used it all that night, with a little
voice crying in the wilderness "Breaker one four, one
four, anyone got a copy on The Doughnut". In the end
we headed for home filled with disappointment. Just
as we got near home I asked if I could have a go and
although he looked at me as if to say 'It's my toy and I
haven't played with it yet' he said O.K. He also said I
wouldn't find anyone to talk to. So for the first time I sat
with my hand on the mike and keyed the button and
very nervously said the magic words. About half a
dozen breakers came back! "Yeah come back the lady
breaker, 10-4 on that good lady". Which just goes to
show that men haven't got equality, whatever they may
think. As shyness isn't my strong point, I soon got the
hang of it. When he'd finished hopping about in rage
and envy, The Doughtnut had a go too. I still never miss
the chance to tell him I was on channel before him.
Alter that there was no stopping us. I knew I was
hooked when I got sideways glances at work for
absent mindedly saying "that's a four" and "breaker
break" on the phone. The Doughnut, of course, was
hooked before he even started (even if he doesn't like
being referred to as my seat cover). He has put all his
energy into it and the house looks like NATO commun-

ications centre at times. What's worse I'm even encouraging him.
For over a year our life has been dominated by C.B.
and we have more friends and a better social life than
we ever did before. Unfortunately there have also
been some bad times with good friends busted and
prosecuted. So far we've been lucky, although we did
have a scare one night. There was a loud knock on the
door and we could see a dark blue outline through the
frosted glass. I dashed into the living room to hide and
lose as much as possible, whilst The Doughnut squared
his shoulders and opened the door. The Salvation
Army man looked very surprised atthe lookon his face.
So, do Wives (or seatcovers, beavers and XYL's) and
C.B. mix? Yes - perhaps too well in my case as "m
getting more involved with the W.L.B.C. and there
doesn't seem to be a free evening. The only thing
worrying me is, what is he going to turn his attention to
next? He's getting very interested in lasers.
SUZIE Q
IF YOU HAVE EVER FELT LIKE WRITING A SHORT
OR EVEN LONG ARTICLE NOW'S YOUR CHANCE
JUST PICK YOUR SUBJECT AND PUT PEN TO
PAPER.
ED

DIO

ACCESSORIES
Come and seethe biggest and
best selection of CB radio ['
accessories including :-

SWRMETERS
§~ngHANSEN

MICROPHONES by
TURNER'K40
G.C.ELECTRONICS
SUPPRESSION EQUIPMENT
PLUS MUCH MUCH MORE

11YI!~J1~~~~11 ~
~

ANTENNAS /
by
HY-GAIN
SIRTEL
&

HMP

:: 79 Church Road. Hendon, London NW4

_

reI: 01 203 5277/8
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Club Spot
The Elite Breakers Club
We invite and welcome you and your seatcQver to
the Elite Breakers Club.
In the past we were just a small bunch of CBers who
got together out of sheer friendship for a laugh and a
drink and have now decided that through lack of CB
clubs in this 20, we would like to extend our friendship
to you our good buddies who we have made friends
with over channel on our 01' CB rigs, so we all put our
heads together and came up with the idea of a club.
Weli we have found a pub and a landlord who is
willing to put up with the chatter about CB all night. It
will make a grand place to start a club and we are
looking forward to your company. The good news is
that it will not cost you a penny to join, as membership
is free. Also there is no entrance fee as we do not have
any overheads. Membership cards are being printed
and a handle sheet is in the process of being put
together. We already have 27 members and hope it will
increase with every meet 10-4. By the way the address
of the club is "The Windmill Pubiic House, Lambeth
High Street, S.E.1."For those breakers who are not too
familier with this area it is behind the Lambeth Fire
Station, which is south side of the Thames, between
Lambeth Bridge and Vauxhall Bridge. On reaching the
pub you wili find us all in the saloon bar. If you can not
find Lambeth High Street it is map reference E.3 page
75 of the A-Z.
The Elite Breakers Club will give you the chance to
meet other breakers socially, there will be no committee
to tell you what to do, no fantasy tales about CB being
legalised on such a date and no one member is number
one. We are all equal, it is your club as much as anyone
else's.
Each month we will try to bring out a news sheet to
inform you about convoys and outings etc.
The Elite Breakers do like a convoy, we have had 4
major ones so far, as well as a few small ones, we try
and have one a month to various seaside towns, the
last one was to Margate and the other three to
Brighton. The next one is to a 20 of a few good buddys
we eyeballed at the demo at Trafalgar, they invited us
down for the night, and said that they would make us
more than welcome.
As Citizen Band Radio is a dirty word to the Government of this country we have decided to come out in
the open about the 20 of the club, in the end they
would have found it out anyway so at least something
good is coming out of us being truthfui. It saves the
wasting of tax payers money on trying to find us.
No rigs in the Club please for obvious reasons.
Anyway good buddies, not much left to say except
see you next Wednesday.
10-10 till we do it again, bye-bye we gone.

Bay City Breakers
Dear Sir,
Congratulations on your magazine, the first in Britain.
I thought the first issue was very enjoyable and I wish
you all the success in the future. I myself am a CB nut
and am presently president of the local CB club, The
Bay City Breakers, we formed this club in March 1980
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and now have over 500 members. Bay City (Portstewart)
is just one of the many towns in N. Ireland to have a
club, many are as big or bigger than ours. CB has really
caught on over here, and every day there are a host 01
new breakers on the air.
As we live in a country polluted by terrorists, CB has
broken down many religious barriers and is helping to
solve the N.i. "problem" by dispensing with bitterness
and bigotry which has for so iong haunted this fair land.
Most of the clubs in N.i. show responsibility towards
the police and security forces by insisting that their
members don't mention the location or position of any
road blocks etc. Over here it would be very dangerous
to give out police position and our club severely
reprimands any breakers breaking this major club rule.
We also approached the local councils and got them to
pass a motion supporting our efforts to legalize CB. We
have also been in contact with our M.P.'s and they are
offering their support. Most of our clubs have good
relations with the poiice, and so the 'smokey's' tend to
ignore us provided we don't annoy or interfere with
their work.
Within ourclubwe have a DXing clubanda lot of SSB
breakers attend these meetings. Maybe some good
buddies reading the magazine have copied some of
the good buddies in the Bay City Breakers. We hope to
have our own P.O. Box soon to enabie QSL cards to be
sent to the breakers. I would like to finish by saying to
any of the breakers out there that may be heading to
this land, bring your ears and give us a shout on 30, you
will be made most welcome and I can assure them of as
much assistance as we can possibly provide. I hope to
hear from some of you good buddies soon, as the
holiday season is coming up, but until then it's 10-10
and the Yellow Dragon's gone Breaker-Break.
All the 73's and 88's
THE YELLOW DRAGON, Portstewart, N. Ireland

Edinburgh Citizens Band Radio Club
Dear Sir,
Your new CB Magazine has been given a big vote of
confidence by all concerned in the Edinburgh area. I
took ten copies to the local Club and within a minute
they had all been taken.
After saying all that I would like to introduce myself
and Susan. We were active on channel as 'The Bandit'
and 'Artful Dodger' for about six months until we
realised everyone was so interested in breaking the
local Club had colfapsed. We took the heart-breaking
decision to go 10-10 off the channel and put all our
efforts into the new Club. We have an old rig in the car
(minus transmit section) and a base loader on the roof
so that we don't miss out when the breakers have an
eyebali.
The Club meets once a month at the Alcove Inn, 93
Clerk St., Loanhead. The landlord is a CB enthusiast
and he turns the pub over to us for the whole evening.
Everyone is welcome and we advertise the venue in
the press and on local radio so no rigs. We have a short
discussion for about an hour then we break-up for a
ratchet jaw and play pool, darts and space invaders. At
present we have thirty members and this is growing at
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each meeting.
We are now formulating a legalisation campaign
called 'Operation Teamwork' concentrating on local
MP's and the Big Three at Westminster. Already we
have the support of two local MP's, Mr Mlchael Ancram
and Mr Gavin Strang. Going through the planning
stage at the moment is a CB Carnival to be held in
Edinburgh at the beginning of September. Our social
programme is well under way with skittles, disco, films
and visits organised.
Till the next time, have a good time.
JIM MARTIN
Secretary

BOB MASSEY CAP
AND

EMBLEMS
THE ONLY BRITISH C.B. EMBLEMS
IN THE COUNTRY

West Coast Breakers
This club was started about three months ago when
CB started to take off in the west coast of Scotland. The
club was formed to provide a central meeting point to
exchange information and points of interest.
Glasgow at the beginning of the year had about forty
or so diehard breakers, but now as I write there has to
be upward of 400 or so breakers and more everyday.
In the west we break on 14 but there are moves to
also break on 25. In the Strathciyde area there are a
few hot spots where the Home Office and Buzby have a
great success rate (one bust a week) that is bad news
for us and must be a very expensive project, as in court
cases there has to be two officials to appear as
witnesses for criminal charges to be brought against
the offender. Not to mention the time taken to track
them down.
Finally this magazine is the best. But, and I am sorry
to finish on a sour note, on page 8 and 9 reference was
made to England instead of Britain, this is a touchy
point North of the Border.
Whoops, P.S. almost forgot, contact can be made on
channel 14, west of Glasgow anytime for new members.
Yours truly,
STAR CRUISER, GREENOCK, DUNBARTON.

The Carshalton Club
The Carshalton Club has been formed for almost a
year and has a membership to date of about 350 plus.
We meet on Thursday nights at a public house in the
Carshalton area, for the exact location you will have to
make an eyeball!
We have a free disco once a month for members and
their guests. We do not go along with the official
campaigners for CB or Open Channel, as they want to
call it, on a VHF frequency.
We have a CB frequency.
The world has a CB frequency.
The 11 metre band is the CB frequency.
Turn on any short wave radio from 26-28 MHz and
you will hear millions of citizens using their frequency.
Legal or not, throughout the world CB on 27 MHz is
here to stay and the sooner the authorities recognise
this fact the better.
Anyway, enough said on that subject for now, if you
want to meet a lot of nice people for a drink and a chat
in your own club room on a Thursday night, see you at
Carshalton!
73's THE TRITON
88's THE ICED DIAMOND
THE CARSHALTON CLUB, CARSHALTON

These are the first two of a series of CB. emblems
that we will be producing this year. Made of top
quality rayon washable material. a must for any
CBer.
Price C.B. Country 60p

British CBeI' 85p
PRICE INCLUDES VAT &. PIP

Plus

A new series of American
C.B. Emblems
Smokey with Ears
Worlds Greatest CBer
Bear Takin Pictures
Mercy Sakes
We Gone Bye Bye

Put The Hammer Down
Feed The Bears
Keep On Modulating
Wall To Wall

Price 60p each or any 3 for £1.50p
INCLUDING VAT" PIP

The Standard American
C.B. Emblems
Channel 19
Channel 14
CB. Country
Breaker Thats No
Rubber Duck
Do It In The Truck CB.
Forget The 10.36 Buy
A Watch

Operate Barefoot
Skip Talker No. 1
Bet Your Sweet Ass
Am A CBer
Break Damit Break
3s & 8s To You
Beaver Powered
What's Your Handle

Price 60p each or any 3 for £ I.SOp
INCLUDING VAY " P+P

The CB Lingo Bible 60p

***

Let us design your breakers club emblems. send
rough sketch, colours, and quantity for free
quotation and artwork layout

***

BOB MASSEY CAP & EMBLEMS
CLUB MEMBERS - WHY NOT LET US KNOW
WHAT YOUR CLUB IS DOING, WHO YOU ARE
AND WHERE YOU ARE.
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SEA WALLS, PILNING, Nr. BRISTOL

Tel: 045 45 2601
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The Official
CBers
Ten Code
Actually for Britain that should read The Unofficial Illegal CBers Ten Code
Now many of you reading may think as we did that
almost every CBer knows the Ten Code, or at least all
of it you are ever likely to need. After all you can
normaliy pick up the relevant or most commonly used
Tens from just monitoring. But judging from the requests we have received to print it, this is not so. Which
is not surprising when you take a look at the amount of
Tens one could use or would have to memorise to
know the whole list.
But there's always one who boasts he knows the
whole code off by heart and is iiable to say I don't need
to read that. Well if that applies to you then you're a
better man than I am, or should I say more dedicated.
Which is not hard, but what I meant was, we received a
letter from a would be breaker, in it he used practically
nothing but 10 codes, see opposite page, "CH, Gloucester", anyway I had to look up the Ten code to decipher
it. Go on try it for yourself and see if it puts your brain
into a 10-3 condition.
But seriously folks, how many of you know what a 1036 is. i know that two years ago if I put out a break for a
36 in my area I would have been understood and if
someone could copy I would have got a come back.
The reason for this? Well i guess there were a lot less
breakers on channel and those that were, were always
trying to catch each other out with Ten codes and
channel jive, and god help the new breaker, taik about
wind ups.
But then the reason's obvious, they were a small,
dare I say it, "elite" group, and as such very into CB
slang. Nowadays a lot of the slang is dropping, but so
has the knowledge of Ten codes, a break for a simple
10-32 can bring nothing pureiy because everyone who
can copy you doesn't understand you, which unfortunateiy makes you think you need a 10-32. A sort of
catch 22 situation.
Ten codes have their uses, and if the airwaves are
going to continue to receive new breakers at an ever
increasing rate, then Ten codes are needed more than
ever. After all a simpie "Break for a 10-13" if understood is liable to get a better response on a crowded
breaking channel than "Breaker here looking for a
traffic report, anyone copy."
Probably the biggest problem with the Ten code is
deciding from that massive list which ones to memorise
and use regularly, or which you are liable to use and
which you should know just in case. Well to try and
make it easier we have printed the whole list and then
picked out the more important ones on a general basis.
So 10-10 till we do it again with the Q codes.
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TEN CODE Used by CBers

la,'
10·2
10-3

10·4
10·5

10·6
10-7
10·8

10·9
10·10

10-11

10-12
10-13
10-16
10·17
10·18
10-19

10-20
10-21
10-22
10-23
10-24
10-25
10-26
10-27
10·28
10-29
10·30

Receiving poorly
Receiving well
Stop transmitting
OK, message received
Relay message
Busy, stand by
Out of service, leaving
air, not working
In selVice, subject !oealt,
working well
Repeal message
Transmission completed
standing by
Talking too fast
Visitors present
Advise weather/road
conditions
Make pickup at _ _
Urgent business
Anything for us?
Nothing for you, return
to base
My location is
_
Call by teiephone
Report in person toStand by
Completed last
assignment
Can you contact
Disregard last
information
I am moving to Channel'
Identify you station
Time is up for contact
Does not conform to FCC
rules (not applic.to UK)

10·35
10-36
10-37
10-38
10-39

Radio check
EMERGENCY TRAFFIC
AT THIS STATION
TROUBLE AT THIS
STATION HELP
NEEDED
Confidential information
_
Correct lime is
Wrecker needed at Ambulance needed at Your message delivered

10-41
10-42
10-43

Please tune to ChannelTraffic accident at Traffic tieup al _ _

10-32
10-33
10-34

10-44

10·45
10-46
10-50

have a message for
I
you (or for
All units within range
please report
Assist motorist
Break channel
J

10·55
10·60

Intoxicated driver (OWl)
What is next message
number?

10-62

Unable to copy, use
phone
Network directed toNetwork is clear
Awaiting your next
message
Cancel message
All units comply
Repeat message
Message received
Fire at

10-63
10-64
10-65
10·66
10·67
10·68
10·69
10·70
10-71
10-73
10-74
10·75
10-77
10-81
10-82
10-84
10-85
10·88

Proceed with transmission in sequence
Speed trap at
_
Negative
You are causing
interference
Negative contact

10·89

Reserve hotel room for
Reserve room for
My telephone no. is
My address is
Advise phone number
of
Radio repairman

10·90

needed at
I have TV interference

10-91
10-92
10-93
10-94
10-95
10-97
10-99

""""'-:CC.,-

Talk closer to mike
Your transmitter is out
of adjustment
Check myfreQuencyon
this channel
Please give me a long
count
Transmit dead carrier
for 5 seconds.
Check test signal
Mission completed, all
units secure

10-100 Restroom stop
10·200 Police needed at __

The Ten Code can be used to ask or answer a Question
i.e. I will give you a 10-94
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The More Regularly Used Ten's

10·1
10·2
10·3
10·4
10·5
10·6
10·9
10·1 0

Receiving poorly
Receiving well
Slop transmitting
OK. message received
Relay message
Busy, sland by
Repeal message
Transmission complE-led
standing by
10·13 Advise weather/road
conditions

10-20 My location is
10·27
10·32
10·33

lam moving to Channel
Radio check
EMERGENCY TRAFFIC
AT THIS STATION
10·34 TROUBLE AT THIS
STATION HELP
NEEDED
10·36 Correct lime is 10·100 Reslroom slop

Dear Sir,
At the present moment I only monitor CB with a
converter, but I have high hopes of becoming a
breaker in the not too distant future. I do though, have
a 10-19 with a Good Buddy who recently showed me a
copy of your mag that's 10-8. It's very pleasant to see
how CB is taking ott In thiS country, and wny not, almost
every other country in the world has it, and that's a big
10-4. The main reason for this 10-19 is to get your 20
and place a regular order. Hope you have me 10-2 and
please do a 10-16. Meanwhile I will do a 10-5 for your
mag. All the good numbers to you all out there.
CH, TEWKESBURY GLOUCESTER
Thanks 10J letting us know you care CH, we did lind
your letter interesting although I think some 01 your ten
code is in need 01 a brush up, 1 still don't get what you
mean by 10-16, bul we did get your 10-2, hope you keep
reading us. Is that a 10-4. 10-10.
EO
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Suppliers of Quality CB Antennas and Accessories
79 Far Gosford Street, Coventry - OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ONE OF THE LARGEST DISPLAYS OF CB ACCESSORIES IN THE MIDLANDS

TEL: (0203) 29567
SWR METERS
BY MURA-HANSEN

SPECIAL OFFER
TO READERS OF CB RADIO
*DV 27 W/PLUG & CABLE*
£6.95 INC. VAT
WITH THIS ADVERT
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ANTENNAS BY
HY-GAIN • H.P.M.
FIRESTIK - K40 - A.S.
STARDUSTERS - SIRTEL

MICROPHONES BY
TURNER· K40
HY-GAIN/TELEX

CRYSTALS. PLUGS
COAX, SLIDE MOUNTS
*BOOKS. BADGES*
STIC KE RS, ETC. ETC.
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Vultures
on the
Side
Official/Unofficial burglars or car thieves, is this Britain?
The police in Britain do a good job and it's a
thankless task. Motoring offences are probably the
biggest reason for any disrespect to the uniform if not
the man/woman. Ask the average driver and he is
always wary of the police car on his tailor will readily
curse the police for that speeding ticket or endorsement he collected in a moment of bad judgement. Of
course there's always the more serious driving offences,
but the offender will normally admit his iaw breaking
and accept it.
Ask anyone and they are almost always bound tosay
that the British police force is the best in the world.
However CB is growing, growing at an alarming rate,
CBers don't believe themselves to be criminals and are
.cautious of the law knowing they break it. Contrary to
public opinion, CBers are normally decent and upright
citizens. On the whole they don't know their rights,
how many CBers have had their rig confiscated by
police not knowing that the police have no power of
arrest for CB and no· jurisdiction to confiscate the
tranceiver? Yet they all accept it as part of life, part of
our judicial system, part of being a CBer.
But there's playing the game and there's just piain
over stepping the mark. Mr. Craft of Herts sent us a
short and factual account of what happened to him one
Saturday night, read on and hope it doesn't happen to
you unless you have the money to fight the case.
JOH.
Saturday started as any other day, that evening I
had been invit'ed to a party and had arranged to meet
my friends at a local pub. After parking my pick up in a
car park, I went inside and joined my friends. We were
all in a good mood and looking forward to the party. As
with all good parties it didn't start until after kicking out
time. I must confess that I started to drink quite eariy
and had put quite a few away by the time itwas getting
near closing.
Being quite conscientious about drinking and driving
I had arranged earlier to go on to the party with one of
my friends. So when closing time camewe all piled into
his vehicle, I left my pick up in the car park, the landlord
knew me and my vehicle so it would be reasonably
safe. The party turned out to be a real humdinger and
went on very late. Our driver decided to have a few
drinks and we all agreed to stay the night and heip
clear up in the morning.
The next day we managed to get the mess cleared
and decided to have a lunch time refresher atthe local.
As we drove up I couid see my pick up still where I had
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parked it, it's nice to reassure yourself that your car is
safe after you have left it in a strange place for so long.
In the pub I was greeted by the landlord and learned
of the antics of the local constabulary. During the night
they had inspected the vehicle and checked it was not
stolen. I presume at this time they must have noticed
my rig, although they didn't do anything, or ask the
landlord whose vehicle it was. Instead they returned
early on Sunday morning and broke into my car. Where
they then removed my CB tranceiver without so much
as a by your leave, and without even seeing me, let
alone ask my permission.
My vehicle was not damaged although they did
make rather a hash up of removing my rig. There was
nothing I could do at the time so I decided to have that
drink. As other friends arrived they told me that the
police had been to my house and to the party and left
word that I had better contact them about a serious
offence. You can imagine how I felt, I hadn't had the rig
that long and I knew it was illegal and I had heard
rumours of £400 fines and even prison sentences.
I phoned the police station and arranged a meeting
which later involved the GPO and the Customs and
Excise. They both took statements asking when, where
and how many times I had used the set, where I got it
from and so on. Then the C & E confiscated my rig and I
was told that I would receive a summons.

. ." c.8'O

At the time I did not know what action the police can
take as regards CB, now I feel that their breaking into
my vehicie was darn right disgusting and they certainly
had no right. In fact it amounts to them' stealing and in
fact breaking. and entering. My car is my private
properly and they surely must have broken the law
when they broke into my pick up. Even though the
equipment they took was illegally imported.
M. Craft.
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ATTENTION
EASTERN COUNTIES
SUNDAY 21 st SEPTEMBER 1980
8.00 SHARP - THE 1ST SHOWING IN EAST ANGLIA OF THE REACT FILM WHERE SECONDS
COUNT.
NEW RELEASE THE LATEST COUNTRY & WESTERN HIT RECORD 'CB INDEPENDENCE' BY
ROAD RUNNER 10-4. (COPIES AVAILABLE FOR RE-SALE)
THE ALTEST INFO ON THE GOVERNMENTS GREEN PAPER - STRAIGHT FROM THE HORSES
MOUTH - PLUS YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS - HOW TO KEEP WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE LAW.
GRAND RAFFLE - LICENCED BAR - ETC. ETC.
LEAVEYOURTIN CAN AT HOME BUT BRING YOURSEATCOVER. REMEMBER80'CLOCK KICK
OFF - DON'T BE LATE.

THE ANGEL HOTEL
ANGEL HILL, BURY ST. EDMONDS, SUFFOLK

C.B.

INDEPENDENCE
by ROADRUNNER 10-4
(aka Chris Roberts Band)
All enquiries

CAVALCADE RECORDS
138 New Bond Street London W1
Tel: 493 9681
THE OFFICIAL CAMPAIGN RECORD
CB Radio September 80
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The Choice of a
Radio Frequency
Band
by Waiter Stevenson Director - Government and External Relations - Air Call Limited. Technical
Advisor - Mobile Radio Users Association - MRUA.
The decision in the USA in 1945 to allow citizens the
right to communicate freely using the Radio Frequency
Spectrum was a fundamentally important step.
The US Federal Communications Commission after
consideration allocated frequencies in the UHF Bands
Class A 460-462 MHz and Class B 460-468 MHz.
Citizen Band was then launched on the 10th of April
1947, 50 channels were available FM with 50 kHz
channel spacing.
However the public found these early radio sets
unreliable and in the first year they became used as
toys, or for very short range communication between
members of a family or friends. Pairs of protables were
the most popular sale.
Eleven years later the F.C.C. decided to authorise
the use of a new band so the International ISM
(Industrial, Scientific and Medical) spectrum was allocated and on the 4th of August 1958 Ciass D citizens
band became available with 23 Channels in bands
26.960 - 27.280 MHz AM with a 10 kHz channel
spacing.
The UHF FM radios had proved to be unpopular and
as a result the US-FCC reduced the number of channels
from 50 to the present allocation of 16 for Class A and
B - CB.
27 MHz AM was Initially used as the earlier UHF FM
had been and were also sold in pairs of portables.
However mobile radios fitted to vehicles were used by
businesses and in particular truckers. Agricultural
interest was also high, CB offered a cheap alternative
to private mobile radio equipment previously available.

The came the boom
The fuel crisis and the 55 MPH speed ilmit in the USA
(part of energy Act of January 1974) - caused the
development of the new concept of people to people
random communication. The truckers used CB mobiles
show where fuei was available and where speed traps
were laid. With the crisis came publicity and more and
more motorists joined the ranks of the CBer listening
in on the truckers and thus reading the highway. The
availability of cheap 27 MHz mobile units in retail
outlets throughout the USA, and easy fitting, undoubtedly led to the big boom in CB.
undoubtedly led to the big boom In CB.
The fact that UHF-FM mobiles were available from
the start in 1947 with initially 50 channels proves that
radio specification and frequency band are secondary.
Even today 16 UHF channels are available with top
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quality 25 kHz FM mobile units, yet the market still
buys the 27 MHz AM. Asa result the FCC was forced to
increase Class D 27 MHz channels to 40.

The Allocations in 27 MHz
ITU Radio Regulations (International Telecommunications Union) designated the frequency bands 26.175
MHz to 27.500 MHz as Primary Fixed and Mobile,
except aeronautical mobile. This allocation applies to
all regions worldwide.
Part of the band 26.957 - 27.283 MHz is designated
for ISM -Industrial, Scientific and Medical applications
under ITU.
CB mobile and fixed service is therefore possible
sharing with ISM but must accept Interference caused
by ISM equipment and devices. such as RF Heating
and Welding, Medical Diathermy and garage door
openers etc.
The ISM band is generally un licenced, control is
therefore difficult, users have to accept interference.
For this reason licenced services such as radio model
control and radio paging should not really be using this
band as a licenced service as the government cannot
give any assurance or protection and therefore reliable

service.
The CB service is essentially one of improvisation
and "uncontrolled" use by the general public and when
given a choice, as in the US, they voted with their feet
into 27 MHz -ISM band despite the problems. Channels
In UHF always being available.
The current allocations in the frequency bands
26.175 MHz - 27.500 MHz are given in Table 1. The
table shows international allocations and national
allocations in the UK and USA. The recommendations
of CEPT are also given.

ITU re-shuffle 41 to 45 MHz
A significant change was agreed at the 19791TU World
Administration Radio Conference in Geneva:1. Broadcasting was deleted from the frequency
band 41 MHz - 47 MHz.
2. Fixed and Mobile was established as the primary
service in band 41 MHz - 47 MHz.
3. France, Monaco and UK were permitted to allow
broadcasting until 1 January 1987.
4. Land Mobile was added as a permitted service in
the broadcast bands 47 M Hz - 68 M Hz and 174
MHz - 230 MHz in the Western European countries
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including the UK.
So now television transmitters in the Band 41 - 47
MHz have to be phased out by 1 January 1987 at the
latest. In fact they could be switched off in the UK
within weeks of a decision by the Home Secretary.
In the main service areas the 405 line service is
already duplicated on 625 line UHF. The cost of
maintenance and additional power consumed is excessive.
Further no 4051ine TV sets have been manufactured
anywhere in the World for the last 15 years. UHF or
dual standard has been mandatory.
In areas where only VHF reception is currently
possible, the Band 1 Channel 1 transmitters could be
re-tuned to another VHF Band 1 Channel until phased
out in January 1987.
The Irish Republic took the decision last year to
switch off the entire 4051ine system, with exception of
3 Low power transmitters in Band III - 174 MHz - 225
MHz in County Donegal.
The following table gives details of allocations and
broadcast television services in the UK and surrounding
countries.

The Conclusions
The choice of the Frequency band for the UK,
depends on products being manufactured at an economic price and in a band that export could be possible
to world markets. If the Japanese or US could not
produce a competitive product to 460-468 MHz with
their huge market in the USA how could the UK
manufacturers addressing a very much smaller market

List of Television Transmitters
In Service - 1980
Band 41 MHz - 47 MHz
UK

FRANCE
Channel F.2.

Channel B.1.
(BBC)
41.50 MHz
45.00 MHz
405 Line TV

ITVF-TF11
41.25 MHz
52.40 MHz
819 Line TV

LOCATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Crystal Palace
200
Churchdown Hill
0.25
Weymouth
0.05
Redrulh
10
Kendal
0.025
Scarborough
0.5
Sheffield
0.05
Wensleydale
0.02
Weardale
0.15
Divis
35
Ashkirk
18
Lochgilphead
0.02
Millburn Muir
0.01
Pitlochry
02
0.01
Ballater
7
Thrumster
Grantown
OA
Kinlochleven
0.005
Penifiler
0.025
L1anddona
6
lIangollen
0.035
Carmarthen
0.02
lIandnndod Wells
1.5

ERp· KW

1. Baslia
(Corsica)

10

2.Caen
(Normandy)

50

3. limoges

200

(Central)

4. Troyes
(Central)

250

Neighbour Countries

No lransrnillers in service or plans
to Introduce service in the band
41·47 rn:1. Ireland
2. Belgium
3. Holland
4. Denmark
5. Norway
6. Iceland
• ERP
Effective Radiated Power
KW:
Killowalts

NOTE
Alltransmitlers will be sWitched
off by 1 January 1987 by Inter·
national agreement.

BIG EARS

LOCATION

CB EQUIPMENT

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN
IN LEICESTER
LARGEST SELECTION OF CB ACCESSORIES
IN THE MIDLANDS

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME BUT COME CLEAN
FREE ADVICE TO ANY
BREAKERS WITH
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

BIG EARS LIMITED
68NARBOROUGHROAD
LEICESTER 0533 546031

..

.. ~.l

;..... -~j-:
-~,/

CATALOGUE OF MAIL
ORDER PRICES ON
APPLICATION WITH 50p

5 MINUTES FROM JUNCTION 21 M1 & M69 MOTORWAY

". "".
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The Choice of a Radio Frequency Band
TABLE 1
Allocations in Radio Frequency Band
26.175 MHz - 27.500 MHz
ITU
World
Wide

26.175
26.960
I
N
D
U
S
T

R

I

A

L
S
C

I
E
N
T

I

F
I
C
&

M

E
D

I

C
A

L

27280

U.S.A.
26.965
26.975
26.985
26.995
27.005
27.015

lD
lD
lD

U.K.

C.E.P.T.

26.960 PAGING
26.978 PAGING

26.965
26.975
26.985
26.995
27.005
27.015
27.025
27.035
27.045
27.055
27.065
27.075
27.085
27.095
27.105
27.115
27.125
27.135
27.145
27.155
27.165
27.175
27.185
27.195
27.205
27.215
27.225
27.235
27.245
27.255
27.265
27.275

le
lD
lD

27.003 PAGING

27.025 lO

27.028 PAGING

27.035 lD
27.045
27.055 lD
27.065 lD
27.075 lD
27.085 lD
27.095
27.105 lD
27.115lD
27.125 lD
27.135 lD
27.145
27.155 lD
27.165 lD
27.175lD
27.185lD
27.195
27.205 lD
27.215 lD
27.225 lD
27.235 lD
27.245 lD
27.255 lD
27.265 lD
27.275 lD
27.285 lD
27.295 lD
27.305 lD
27.315 lD
27.325 lD
27.335 lD
27.345 lD
27.355 lD
27.365 lD
27.375 lD
27.385 lD
27.395 lD
27.405 lD

le
27.053 PAGING
27.078 PAGING

le
27.103 PAGING
27.137 PAGING

le
27.162 PAGING
27.187 PAGING

le
27.212 PAGING
27.237 PAGING
27.262 PAGING
27.280 PAGING

SUP PR27
SUP PR27
SUP PR27
TELEMETRY
PR27
PR27
PR27
PR27
TELEMETRY
PR27
PR27
PR27
PR27
TELEMETRY
PR27
PR27
PR27
PR27
TELEMETRY
SUP PR27
SUP PR27
SUP PR27
SUP PR27
TELEMETRY
SUP PR27
SUP PR27
SUP PR27

·Note 1
ITU primary fixed and mobile
except aero mobile

·Note 2
le: A station licenced in
the Citizens Radio Service
for the control of remote
objects or devices by radio
ZO: A station in the Citizens

Radio Service to be operated
for radiotelephony.

·Note 3
Model Radiocontrol permitted

in Band 26.960 MHz-27.280
MHz.
·Note 4
PR 27: The European equlvalent of the American ZD.
SUP PR27: Supplementary

PR27.

TELEMETRY

'Note 4

'Nole 3

ITU = International Telecommunciations Union.
CEPT = Conference of
European Posts and Telecommunications.

27.500
'Note 2
'Note I

really be able to compete?
Further the use of higher frequency bands involve
more expensive products and complications in obtaining international agreement to permit mobile services
in many key countries.
The choice aiso becomes very limited as international
agreements take many years to negotiate.
An analysis of the radio frequency spectrum from 25
MHz-1000 MHz shows that the most suitable band
internationally available is the band 41.015 MHz to 47
MHz. The ITU WARC 79 confirmed this band as a fixed
and mobile primary service. World wide broadcasting
has been deleted.
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Notes

Any proposal for the UK must consider the realistic
market conditions:1. Availability in quantity through retail outlets radiol
TV retailers, garages and supermarkets.
2. An economic price the public will pay. Less than
£ 150 and probably under £90 as an average price.
3. Simple licencing procedure like TV licence self
financing only, no cost to Government.
4. Specification of equipment designed to protect
other licenced users of the radio frequency spectrum
5. Simple type approval procedure by industry base
type testing laboratory, no costs to government.

Recommendations
I personally would recommend the immediate closing
of Band 1 Channel 1 41-47 MHz and its openings for
land mobile services.
1 M Hz or 40 channels to be allocated to CB - Open
Channel Radio.
The balance to other Civil Land Mobile Radio Services.
The fact still remains that if positive action is not
taken by the Home Office Radio Regulatory Department, 27 MHz will be established by default.
W.K. STEVENSON
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CHELSEA CB
CENTRE
73-77 BRITANNIA ROAD FULHAM LONDON SW6
Specialists in Antenna Fitting and
In Car Entertainment
COME TO OUR NEW CB COUNTER FOR
ALL YOU REQUIRE IN ACCESSORIES
Electric Retractables Tribander MS264 and other
inconspicuous CB Aerials
SEND SAE FOR OUR CATALOGUE WE STOCK ALMOST
EVERYTHING INCLUDING A FULL RANGE OF BASE
STATION EQUIPMENT

DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO CLUB MEMBERS

OPEN 7.45 TILL 4.30
MONDAY TO FRlDA Y AND
10 TILL 5 SATURDAY

WE DO NOT SELL
NOR CAN WE SUPPLY
RIGS 'UNTIL LEGAL'
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!!~~~~WITH CLUB CARDS

,

01 731 0027
ASK FOR STEVE OR TONY
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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SUPPLIERS (
VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP
ANTENNAS
M264 Disguise. SA300 Disguise. Hy-Gain Electric Disguise. Harada
Electric Disguise. Harada TU11 Disguise. HMP K27 Disguise. CV Test
Secret Antenna. Intenna. DV27. DX27. DX275fa. T27; B27. DV27RN.
DV27HN. Pal Firestik. Big Momma. Trucker Twins. Base Loaders. Mag
Mounts. Starduster. Magnums. Power Pole. Hy-Gain Base. Dipoles.
Many Others.

MICROPHONES

Turner + 2. Turner + 3. Turner ssk. Magic Mike. Mura PRX. JMR 40.
Denzai. Hy-Gain 611. Telephone Handsets. Motorcycle Sets. Others.

SPECIAL OFFER IF YOU BRING
THIS ADVERT WITH YOU. DV27
complete £5.75 inc vat

•

Ul
•
a IS S
OMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
2-74 QUEENS ROAD
HERSHAM,
WALTON ON THAMES
SURREY

VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP

TEST EQUIPMENT
WR-25. SWR·15. Hansen 50B. Hansen 5E. CB11 05. JD310. CBM-20.
CBT-15. CBT·25. CBM·40. Others. Dummy Loads.

MISCELLANEOUS
PL259/6. PL259/9. Reducers. Females. Back to Backs. SO·209 . 3.5mm

J ck. Splices. Mike Plugs. RG58/U. RG8/U. Patch Cables. Extension
bles. Mike Cables. 25 Amp Power Supplies. 5 Amp Power Supplies.
upression Kits. Suppression Parts. Extension Speakers..PA Horns.
oth rs. Linear Amplifiers to 1000w, RF Pre-Amps etc.
11 WE HAVEN'T GOT IT - WE CAN GET IT.
M 11 order expressed by Red Star, all goods returnable, if not satisfied
I 11 n your requirements, quoting your Access or Barclaycard number
rill Imm diate dispatch. We will help with any problems by phone if at all
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III

Send a SAE for our
New Comprehensive Catalogue

National
Committee for
the Legalisation
Preferred specification for U.K. CD Open Channel Radio service equipment drawn up by the
Technical & Industrial Sub-committee June 80.
Meeting under the chairmanship of Richard Town
GLC at County Hail, delegates from campaign clubs
around ihe country plus representatives from major
British manufacturing and retailing electronic industries
got together and produced their own preferred speci·
fication.
The specification provides for the simplest hand
held 'walkie·taikie' to sophisticated radio stations
capable of operating from your home or car. Special
emphasis is placed on the educational advantages
legalisation of CB Open Channel Radio wiil bring,
particularly in advancing a wider awareness of eiectronic
techniques.
Foilowing rumoured developments in Europe, the
group specifically rejects a frequency around 900
MHz, which the UK government have suggested and
indeed prefer.
Mr. Town, who is also technical adviser to the
parliamentary working party on CB radio said, "Putting
CB Open Channel Radio on frequencies as high as this
is like asking CB'ers to signai with a torch. Such a
frequency gets easily absorbed by buildings, trees and
hiils; therefore only giving a maximum urban range of
about 300 yards. The cost of such equipment would be
out of range of Mr. Average even when made in vast
numbers. I understand that frequencies this high may
even cause minor harmful medical effects."

the same definition to apply to "Open Channel".
"A short range radio communications service avail·
able to private users (but not excluding the small
business user) at an acceptably low cost and with a
minimum of formality. The quality and reliability of
service and the probability of achieving the desired
contact need not be as high as is required by emergency
services or for security or major business communica·
tions. Ideally it would be introduced in such a way and
with such characteristics that with little or no policing,
it did not cause unacceptable interference to any
existing radio service or to other electronic eqUipment".

1. Introduction

4. General

This specification is the result of several meetings of
the Technical & Industrial Sub'Committee of the National
Committee for the Legalisation of Citizens' Band Radio.
This preferred specification is offered in response to
the public consultation exercises carried out by the
Greater London Council and H.M. Government.
The specification was produced by delegates repre·
senting independent C.B. campaigning clubs around
the U.K. and delegates from manufacturing and retailing
organisations both at home and abroad. (See No.16,
Delegates to the Committee).

The minimum requirement forthe simplest set would
be a single channel F. M. transceiver. The specification
provides for a variety of equipments in various degrees
of sophistication. We have been particularly aware of
the educational advantages a greater knowledge of
communications will bring - obviously in the field of
electronics.
We believe that many Open Channel users will
progress to becoming licensed radio amateurs and
perhaps to a career in this technology.
We are also aware of the disenchantment European
users have for 27MHz band. An opportunity exists,
should the Government and Europe decide to move
swiftly for a major export market to open.
We find it frankly silly for signatories to the CEPT
conference to bar entry into each others states C.B.
equipment not made there but complying with PR27.
Strong representations have been made individually
to members regarding this.

2. Definition
A Citizens' Band service was defined by the National
Electronics Council in their report published in the
May-June 1978 issue of "National Electronics Review"
In the absence of further information we have taken
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3. Acknowledgements
We are grateful for prior work done in this field and
assistance and information for the committee by:
National Electronics Council
National Microprocessor & Electronics Centre
Radio Society of Gt. Britain
Consumers Association
B.B.C. Engineering Information Dept.
Mr. N.A.S. Fitch, plus the many others who through
their attendance to the committee have ratified this
preferred specification.
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5. Frequency
An exclusive allocation anywhere within the spectrum
of 40MHz to 500MHz. In particular special emphasis
has been made of the possible availability of the TV
Band 1. (41 M Hz to 68 M Hz.) In particular we believe an
open channel service may be swiftly introduced in
channel 1 (41.015MHz to 47MHz).
This channel at present accommodating one old
style 405 line TV channel could also provide some
extra frequencies for mobile radio in general.
U.H .F. frequencies (900MHz) are specifically rejected
on grounds of additional cost of equipment, propagation
characteristics and possible harmful medical effects.
We support the Governments statement rejecting
the 27 MHz band, but are concerned over the number
of imports.

,
6. Service
Single frequency simplex. The expected range of a
set made under the following specification is 3 to 5
miles.

13. Squelch
The receiver section shall be fitted with a squelch.

14. Spurious Emissions
Transmitter. FM, SSB and CW. Shall not exceed 20
nW out of band, anywhere outside the open channel
band.
Anywhere within the open channel band.
On any channel other than that selected, 1 uW
(reference load = 50 ohms)

15. Possible Interference
Guidance on adjacent channel selectivity, frequency
stability over a given temperature range and other
design perameters which are not germain to the
minimising of any possible interference to other authorised users outside of the open channel may be obtained
from the C.E.P.T. specification 'PR27'.

16. Delegates to the Committee
7. Emergency/Calling &
Watch Channel
The fitting of this channel to be obligatory. It should
be designated at the band centre.

8. Mode
a ± 5 KHz deviation frequency modulation.
b Upper or lower single sideband.
c Telegraphy by the means of on off keying either of
the modulation content of (a) or (b) or of the carrier
alone is not excluded.
FM is the preferred mode with S.S.B. and telegraphic
modes as optional additions.

9. Power Output
Maximum 8 watts for a frequency modulated or
telegraphic unmodulated mode root mean squared.
Maximum 8 watts for a single sideband mode peak
envelope power.

10. Encoding Device
If required to be obligatory, an encoding random
device which should be integral with the transceiver. It
should provide a maximum of 150 mSec duration
audible burst at the commencement of transmission.
Envisaged is a random coded integrated circu it providing a minimum number of differing codes of 230. This
signal must be capable of being tape recorded.

11. Channels
Given 25 KHz channel spacing, the exclusive allocation should provide 40 channels FM and therefore 80
channels SSB within the same band. Common practice
should be to commence with numbering at channel
zero.

12. Receiver Sensitivity
If a minimum standard is to be obligatory, receiver
sensitivity should be not less than 1uV for 10 db
SINAD.
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Industry & Retail
Aircall Ltd.
Amstrad Consumer Electronics
Electronic Techniques Ltd.
Autocar Electrical Equipment Ltd.
Fidelity Radio Ltd.
Mobile Radio Users Assn.
United Breakers Assn.
Modern Magazines Ltd. (Hobby Electronics)
Norse Audio Systems Ltd.
Philips (Audio) Ltd.
Prosser Scientific Inst. Ltd.
Pye Telecomms. Ltd.
Radiomobile Ltd.
Sanyo (UK) Ltd.
Society of Motor Manufacturers & Traders
(In Car Entertainment)
Stellar Components Ltd.
Tandy Corp.
Voxon Audio Ltd.
Western Electronics (UK) Ltd.
Wintjoy Ltd.
Woolworth & Co. Ltd. F. W.
Clubs and Groups
The Citizens' Band Association
The C.B, Radio Action Group
Harrow & Wembley C.B. Group
Midlands C.B. Radio Club
S.B.S. Twickenham
The 10·4 Club
U.K. C.B. Campaign

ANDI AND DAVE
CB ACCESSORIES
IN TEDDINGTON

01 9407582
EVENINGS
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Readers Write
Dear Sir,
I think the feelings expressed by Matchbox need
answering, sure actual breakers not enthusiasts or
Sunday breakers use American Slanguage, but a lot of
our everyday words are American anyway.
Also our own homegrown words are appearing Custard, Custard Tart, Jamjar, Jam Sandwich, etc. and
down in Kent I haven't yet heard any of our breakers
trying to talk with an American accent.
CB is not just a transatlantic craze, but a world-wide
one, so let's not moan because it's American but be
thankful we can understand their slanguage.
I hope Matchbox does get a rig, the, I he can try and
stop the use of slanguage if that's what he wants.
We're on the side
RAMBLER, Kent
P.S. My own personal hate is Phaser Lasers and
Gooney Birds.
Dear CB Mag,
Hooray, and Blah Biah Waffle Waffle Waffle, well
what else did we expect from Willie Whitelaw, the man
has so obviously been against the whole idea of
Citizens Band Radio from the start, the idea that this
green paper would at any time be a document for discussion was laughabie from the start.
Let's go through some of the salient points raised in
the document as presented, the points of objection are
I believe, the oid myth of interference with other users
of 27 MHz. What users? there are none! I know of not
one substantiated instant where a CB operator has
intruded into a medical or Police transmission, I believe
that we, as a completely non-official body, have behaved with impeccable restraint since our inception.
The proposal that we should use 900 MHz should be
discarded right away. With reference to your article on
page 20, issue 2, I think the Home Secretary should be
sent a copy immediately. if the risks to peoples eyes
are that serious it should not even be considered,
apart from the restrictions on communication and the
expense of the equipment, I cannot forsee any manufacturers making sets for such a severely restricted
demand. There again it's probably all part of the plan.
Lastly that ridiculous title, Open Channel. Let's hope
it goes the same way as the ill-fated Radio programme
with the similar name of Open House. I would not be
surprised if they also put Pete Murray in charge of it,
inevitably with the same disastrous results.
NO THANK YOU MR. WHITELAW, our sympathies
are the same as our buddies in South London, we are
illegai now, so we'll stay illegal, we will continue to use
our American equipment, and use our own CB slang.
If you continue on your present slant you will only be
creating another strata of criminal activity. I don't know
where the devil you are going to put us all, if it takes the
Buzby as long to persecute us as it has for them to find
all the people without T.V. licences, we should be able
to keep them busyforthe next 100 years, atter all there
are only about a quarter of a million of us at the
present, give or take a few thousand, and next year
closer to a million. So carry on I will still be on 27.
Breaker Break, 10-10 we'll do it again. I'm gone.
THE HAMPSHIRE RABBIT
ANDOVER BREAKERS
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Dear Editor,
i was impressed by the article on the Nationai
Association for the Legalization of 27 M Hz, (NAL 27),
In Issue two. Especially the tactics local clubs could
adopt to get our problem known to the public. As yet we
haven't formed a ciub in our city, but it's on the cards
and when we do I'm sure we'll join the rest of the
country in the fight.
Breaka-Break, we're gone
THE HORNET, THE BIG G. (GLOUCESTER)

Dear Ed,
As CB radio is perhaps the most emotive subject that
is around at the moment, a few words discussing the
situation of the radio control (RC) community would
not be amiss. These people have been with us for some
time and they have the legitimate right to use 27MHz.
They have spent out good money on their eqUipment
and should be able to use it. The problem is that
27MHz Is so convenient for CB and also the use of
27MHz by other countries, could, in unusual circumstances, cause interference to RC users in UK. It is the
considered opinion of a large number of specialists
that the only truly satisfactory answer to the dilemma
will be to allow 27MHz for CB and transfer RC to a
higher frequency with the advantages of smaller equipment size and reduced Iiklihood of OX Interference.
However I feel RC users should be 'given the option
of staying on 27MHz where they can avoid the hazards
of CB interference by digitizing their RC eqUipment.
The availability of miniature digital equipment is now
so good that any number of producers should be able
to supply equipment with the required performance.
The disadvantages of 450M Hz and 900M Hz have all
been discussed previously so i shall not repeat them
here, other than to say that as more people are likely to
use CB rather than RC the fact that RC was here first
should not force the decision that CB should be
pushed into the secondary position. I am not arguing
for CB against RC but for the majority against the
minority.
Here's my respects to all the Breakers. I think you
are right but I can't afford to join you.
JABBERWOCKY
Farnborough, Hants.
Dear Sir,
I feel some unease about some of the articles in the
first two issues of CB Radio, especially the article on
NAL 27. I feel that this, plus some of the attitudes on
skip talking and the use of boosters and tweeters do
not help the legalisation campaign.
CB was intended for locai communication. Interference with other users outside the intended range
can only be regarded as irresponsible. It is because of
skip that I am not in favour of legalisation on 27 MHz,
(preferring something at the lower end of the VHF
band).
Yours faithfully
D.J.E.
Romford, Essex.
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Readers Write
Dear Sirs,
One question I have, if I were to go on the air on 27
MHz and the Government, God bless them, were to
introduce some other frequency, do you think that
some kind of converter wiii be made available so that I
will not lose out.
Sincerely
HaNKY TaNK "SILENT". Glos.
I presume at present that you use a monitor that
converts your normat car radio. 11 928 MHz or over
actually came into use this form of monitor would not
be available or effective. As for converting a 27 MHz rig
into 928, forget it. It would be totally impractical. A 900
MHz tranceiver is like comparing a transistor radio with
a computer. Hence the high cost of high frequency

equipment.

ED

Dear London Breakers,
I asked a lot of you to put your hands in your pockets
for Helen Aspinaii, the two year old girl from up north,
who is a victim of cancer. The reason, so that we could
help enable her have Interferon treatment. Well first of
all thanks a 27 MHz (I can't spell miiiion), your response
was fantastic to say the least. It's a pity, however, that
we have a 10-1 copy from the national press, it's clear
that they were not interested in the fact that Citizens
Band radio was doing something good yet again, just
like the press they only mention Citizens Band when a
good buddy gets busted or when a crime has taken
place with the aid of two way radio, (Walkie Talkies)
which unlike CB sets can be purchased anywhere in
the UK.
No, I'm stili here, i have not had my FCC five minutes
yet. So getting back to little Helen, support has come
from the foiiowing clubs: The West London Breakers
Club, The United Breakers Association, The Silly Breakers
Society, The North London Breakers Club, The Croydon
U.B.A., The Elite Breakers and The 27 Club.
There has been response from breakers in Milton
Keynes and Luton. In fact, good buddies have been
busy coiiecting from all parts of the country.
Disco One went up north on the wee ked to present
the first cheque, to the value of, wait for it breakers,
250 pounds, the same as the Bardic's number at club
memberships. More is to be sent to little Helen, the
campaign started off as a sponsorship and people
have yet to dive into their pockets.
Mr. Aspinaii received the cheque from Disco One
and there was a very happy and emotional scene.
Two events raised the cash. There was a cycle ride of
one hundred miles from Bury to Blackpool, the return
trip must have been a rough ride, as we had our usual
summer climate of rain, rain, rain. The other event was
a parachute jump, which landed one good buddy in a
farmer's field.
Weii breakers, I would like to thank you all for your
generosity and kindness, any further reports on this
campaign you can bet your rig that you wiii hear from
"The Ace Breaker of Ladbroke Grove". In fact this is
great, I can modulate with you aii without causing TVI,
I'm running a S.C.M. Smith-Corona typewriter model
(would you believe) Moden No. 250.
That's it for now good buddies.
Ten-ten till we do it again. Keep it clean don't be
seen. This is Bardic Shining Green. Going down and
gone on the side. Bye bye.
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Dear CBRM
We as members of the South Birmingham Citizens
Band Club were amazed at the contents of the Green
Paper. Our view is that 27 mhz is already an international frequency, i.e, the United States, Canada and
Europe. So we are not asking for more, we are only
asking for equal facilities which are already enjoyed in
other countries.
Governments, both Conservative and Labour, in the
past have constantly and consistently ignored us and
whether they like it or not we are becoming a major
group. The majority of people who are already using
Citizens Band Radio in this country should not be
considered different from those who enjoy this facility
in other countries, and whose only crime is talking from
one person to another without prior approvai of the
Home Office.
True, there are facilities aiready avaiiable for individuals to communicate with each other on private
mobile radio telephone networks, but at the present
time licences are limited and difficult to obtain, further
equipment for use on these frequencies can only be
supplied and maintained by a specialist communications
organisation, not to mention the cost involved.
It seems to us that the Green Paper is offering the
general public nothing more than a facility which is
already available to them through the eXisting Home
Office channels. We are the only Country in the E.E.C.
that has not yet been aiiocated Citizens Band Radio on
27, we feel, therefore, that the Government wiii have to
reconsider their position.
27 mhz is here, it exists, and will continue to. We
can't be ignored for ever.
RA SMITH, SECRETARY S.B.C.B.C.
Hi there you guysl
I found your Mag reaiiy interesting even though I am
a 'mere woman', (my husband's terminoiogy - not
mine!!)
Seriously though, I must admit that I am not realiy'in'
to aii the technical side of CB. I get lost past the SWR!
However I keep reading and listening.
My main reason for writing is to get a message
across to all 'CB widows', "if you can't beat them, join
them". I have heard various females bemoaning the
fact that their guys are CB nuts and they never see
them. Do what I did, jump in with both feet and have a
go. I promise you that you will be pieasantly surprised.
I know that I have made more friends in the seven or
eight weeks that I have been on the air, then in the ten
months that I have lived in this fair city of Milton
Keynes! (And that's the truth!)
i know that you guys wiii understand me when I say
that CB is another world. Aii the CBers I have met are
genuine warm hearted people that treat all comers,
whether they be male or female, as equals. i must add
that I am not a womens libber - I stiii like the odd door
opened for me or chair puiied out.
I am on channel aii day, most days, and can guarantee
that each day someone wiii caii me and ask how I am,
and generaiiy pass the time of day. In between times it
is great fun to just 'copy the mail' and hear everyone
else having fun - harmless fun.
I offer but one warning, it's not the ideal pastime for
anyone who needs a lot of sleepl It's rareiy before
12.30 - 1.00 a.m. that we hit the sack. Not my
husbands fault either - it's mine. I just haven't learnt
how to switch the damned thing off yet! So my case
rests. I reaiiy have no defence. I am guilty of being a CB
nut.
Aii the high numbers to you all.
10-10 for now. This is the Heartbreaker from the big
Breaker break, bye bye.
M.K. going down.
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The Document
Does anyone want 928 MHz? Or are you all set in your ways?
Opposite you will find a questionnaire, why? We
have heard disquieting rumours of clubs phoning up
the Radio Reg. Dept. and wishing to put over their
views as users. The response they received was not
nice, one gent at the HO was most upset and inferred
that names and addresses received in answer to the
DD would be passed on to the Interference Dept.
We phoned the HO Radio Reg. Dept. and the first
chap we spoke to couldn't say. The second time, we
spoke to Mr. N. a well known figure in the HO who we
have in the past found to be uninformed but well
meaning, he said, quote, "We have no system for
passing on any addresses to the Interference Dept."
Unquote.
Personally I shouldn't think that the names and
addresses would ever be passed on, so you probably
are safe to write, but in order to avoid problems fill out
your questionnaire. Put your genuine name and signature on it, NOTYOUR HANDLE. This will be untracable,
you try finding a Samuel White if all you know is he
resides in the UK. With a genuine name the HO will
consider it as a genuine petition and not a hoax. After
all six people could sit down and dream up handles all
day, in fact judging by some of the ones we have
already received, I'm convinced this already happens.

We will collate all the answers, find out what our
readers want, which is nice to know and then pass on
the whole bunch as a petition in answer to the DD.
Don't just sit there! Cut the form out, go and photostat it and pester everyone you know into filling it out.
DO IT NOW. Okay I know it's hard getting round to
posting things, but it's only going to cost you 10 pence
and if you put a whole bunch in the post to us you can
reduce that cost to only a penny each. SO DO IT.
DON'T MAKE EXCUSES.
Enough preaching but you know what it's like getting
people to do things. Almost enough said,just one more
thing, remember the Government don't want 27 AM
but have signed for 27 FM in accordance with Europe.
Think carefully what you would like to see as a UK CB.
Put your first and second choice and place NO by
those frequencies you definitely don't want.
Meanwhile try and dig up a safe address and answer
the Discussion Document as well as filling in this
questionnaire. That way you have covered yourself
both ways.
Regardless of what you think about the Government
and their Discussion Docu ment, it needs answering.
Our questionnaire is one safe and positive way of
answering it. Please use it.
JOH

TEN FOUR TELECOM LTD.
C.B., OPEN CHANNEL AND TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

*

NEW SHOP NOW OPEN
".at

22, THE BROADWAY, MAIDSTONE, KENT. TEL. 0622 681719

*

NOW AN APPROVED TANDY DEALER
10% DISCOUNT GIVEN TO ALL MEMBERS OF BONA FIDE CB CLUBS
HUGE STOCKS OF ALL CB ACCESSORIES
DV 27 £7.76p
MAG MOUNTS £11.21 p
SWR METERS £9.75p
ALSO CORDLESS TELEPHONES, AUTO DIALLERS, ANSAPHONE ETC.
SAE FOR FULL PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE
SHOP OPEN TUE - SAT 10 a.m. TO 6 p.m.

TEN-FOUR: THE

BIGGEST IN

THE SOUTH EAST

RETAIL OUTLETS SOUGHT
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OPEN CHANNEL

A SURVEY BY CB RADIO MAGAZINE
158c HIGH ST, YIEWSLEY, MIDDX.

I would like to see CB Open Channel legalised here in the UK on a frequer\cy of either:PLEASE WRITE

YES / NO
1.27MHzFM

As agreed by CEPT. Britain is a Co signatory to this agreement.

2. 27 MHz AM

As used by the greater majority of countries world wide.

3.41 MHz to
47 MHz

Presently used as fhe BBC 405 line Band 1 channel 1 Black and White TV transmissions. WARC re-alocated as Fixed and Mobile with reserves to shut down
operation of present transmitters no later than 1987 UK and 1986 in France and
Monaco.

4. 230 MHz

Last used in 1958 as a Military frequency for Lancaster Bombers.

5. 450 MHz

Mentioned in the Discussion Document. At present Public Mobile Radio operates
near here on 445 MHz to 446 MHz, used by Companies mainly as mobile to base,
mobile to mobile can also be used.

6. 928 MHz

As preferred by the Government for British OC

My first preference would be No.

and secondly No

My main considerations in using QC would be:

c

U
T

A
L

o

.

I think CB should be legalised.

DELETE OR FILL IN AS REQUIRED

a)

Price of Equipment. A fair price I would pay is not in excess of I:

b)

Range of Equipment. I would expect a mobile range of at least

.
miles.

My name is
I declare the above to be my views and no one elses.
This is mygenuine name and I wish you to record my views when considering the results of your Discussion Document
on Open Channel.

Signed

.

Date
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A SURVEY BY CB RADIO MAGAZINE
158c HIGH ST, YIEWSLEY, MIDDX.

I would like to see CB Open Channel legalised here in the UK on a frequency of either:PLEASE WRITE

YES / NO
1.27MHzFM

As agreed by CEPT. Britain is a Co signatory to this agreement.

2. 27 MHz AM

As used by the greater majority of countries world wide.

3.41 MHz to
47 MHz

Presently used as the BBC 405 line Band 1 channel 1 Black and'White TV transmissions. WARC re-a located as Fixed and Mobile with reserves to shut down
operation of present transmitters no later than 1987 UK and 1986 in France and
Monaco.

4. 230 MHz

Last used in 1958 as a Military frequency for Lancaster Bombers.

5. 450 MHz

Mentioned in the Discussion Document. At present Public Mobile Radio operates
near here on 445 MHz to 446 MHz, used by Companies mainly as mobile to base,
mobile to mobile can also be used.

6. 928 MHz

As preferred by the Government for British OC

My first preference would be No.

. . . . . . ..

My main considerations in using QC would be:

and secondly No

.

I think CB should be legalised.

DELETE OR FILL IN AS RECUIRED

a)

Price of Equipment. A fair price I would pay is not in excess of I:

b)

Range of Equipment. I would expect a mobile range of at least

.
miles.

My name is
I declare the above to be my views and no one elses.
This is my genuine name and I wish you to record my views when considering the results of your Discussion Document
on Open Channel.
Signed
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GOT YOUR EARS ON?

DO YOU COPY?

"TEACH YOURSELF C.B."
(A BRITISH GUIDE TO C.B. LANGUAGE)

Don't be a RUBBER-BANDER! Discover the difference between a 'BEAVER' and 'SMOKEY BEAR' or
a 'GRANNY' and a 'FRONT DOOR'.
Learn the colourful, crazy language of C.B. now
... with this educational and entertaining cassette tape.
Learn also the more serious aspect of C.B. Radio. For example ... how to deal with an emergency
situation.
In fact ... everything you need to know, from 'CHOOSING A HANDLE' and 'BREAKING A
CHANNEL' to 'GOING DOWN AND ON THE SIDE'.
Be en 'ACE' in time for legalisation
THEN
join a convoy with confidence!
DIRECT BY MAIL FROM

BRIDAIR AUDIO PROMOTIONS
BASEMENT STUDIOS
158 NEW BRIDGE STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE1 2TE.
Telephone: (0632) 22331

Speciallnt

rOdUctor
.
0/
Y Price

£2.99 + 25

-----p P&p

ALSO INCLUDED IS A REFERENCE LIST OF TRADITIONAL TEN CODE,
PHONETIC ALPHABET AND GLOSSARY OF THE MORE POPULAR PHRASES
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~TheLaw

and You
Our Solicitors comments on 27 MHz Citizens Bond Radio
Over the last three issues we have reported on the
advice the authorities receive and on the action they
can or cannot take. You the user have no actual rights
regarding CB, there is no clear cut legislation. However
you do have the normal rights afforded to every citizen,
namely that your property is your own and can only be
taken or detained with your consent. Unless the
person confiscating the equipment is a Customs Officer
with a mandatory search warrant. Anyone wishing to
remove anything from a vehicle must have a search
warrant or your permission, this also applies to residences.
True there is no right of arrest forthe offence of using
or possessing a CB tranceiver. Technically a user
could close the car and say you can't take it, what are
you going to do about it. The police would then have to
obtain the Customs and Excise's permission to remove
the equipment and would still require a search warrant.
In fact very few motorists would stand the ground
against a couple of boys in blue. The police can of
course side step the issue and arrest you on another
charge, using either SUS (that controversial suspect
and detain), orthey could use the anti-terrorist detain.
Or change their tack totally and put you in for a faulty
vehicle. Once they have you and your car at the station
they can then inform the GPO and C & E at their leisure.
The actual offence follows three categories, 1 - Installation, 2 - Transmission, 3 - Importation.
No person may establish or use any station for
wireless telegraphy or install or use any apparatus for
wireless telegraphy except under licence; Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949 Section 1 Paragraph (1). Thus all
users of wireless telegraphy equipment who have not
got such a licence (which is obtainable from the Home
Secretary) are in breach of this section. Section 5 (A)
Paragraph (1) makes it an offence to use wireless
telegraphy with intent to obtain information as to the
contents of any message which neither the person
using the apparatus nor any person on whose behalf
he is acting is authorised so to do.
Section 7 Wireless Telegraphy Act 1967 deals interalia with the powers given to the Home Secretary (as
successor to the Post Master General) to restrict the
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manufacture or importation of certain apparatus. In an
exercise of the use of these powers the Home Secretary in 1968 made an order embodied in a Statutory
Instrument Number 61 entitled The Radiotelegraphic
Transmitters (Control of Manufacture and Importation)
which came into force on 1st April 1968this prohibits
the manufacture and importation of apparatus capable
of transmitting between 26.1 and 29.7 megacycles per
second and for 88 and 108 megacycles even if the
apparatus is also capable of transmission on other
frequencies. Therefore it follows that Citizens band
radio equipment imported, manufactured, constructed
or adapted for 27 M Hz use is by Section 7 Paragraph
(5) prohibited. Thus it is illegal to use such equipment
to monitor and listen to 27 MHz transmissions.
Technically the Customs and Excise can, if your
receiver IS connected or Installed, Impound the vehicle
in which it is fitted. Hence many illegal operators keep
STATUfORY
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the rig loose and often con nect the power via a
cigarette lighter or similar plug in socket. However in
practice the Customs are unlikely to seize a vehicle
unless you have upset them or it is an expensive or
commercial vehicle. Normally the seizure of a vehicle
will accompany a bust for importing goods.
Actually monitoring 27 mhz is a difficult and awkward
subject to report on. Technically you can listen to 27
mhz only if the equipment you possess was legally
imported or manufactured here, and not capable of
transmission, and only so long as there are no British
CBers on channel.
27 mhz is legal in many European countries, so
listening to their transmissions is not illegal. But, and
here is where it gets complicated. So briefly, until our
solicitor can sort it out totally, which may take some
time, the UK has signed the Treaty of Rome. In it 27
mhz FM was agreed as being allowed for transmissions
i.e. CB. However the UK's existing laws conflict with
the European laws, and 27 is illegal here. So as you
can see, technically you can listen to every country
other than Britain.
The important thing really regarding 27 mhz is the
importation restrictions. As the equipment is not allowed
to be imported then you cannot listen or use it. At
present a court case on importing 27 mhz equipment
is awaiting to apply to be heard in the European court
and until the result is known the situation will not
change.

t•
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Come Back
the Breaker
A correspondence spot for those of you interested in CO.
As we said last month, this will if you the readers
require it, become a regular spot. It aiso gives us an
opportunity to contact you our readlHs. By us saying if
you require, we mean write to us, send in your aSL
cards or maybe even your friends' abroad.

DX legally, but maybe one day. Anyhow I will just OAT
and asx on frequency, all the golden numbers to you
and yours from N.Y. USA.
Yours Tom Snowden, KIT 001.

Any Clubs

USA QSL Swap
Hi, I'm Tom Snowden, better known as 'King Valium'
or in DX iand as 11W455. I am also KIT 001, founder
and president of "Keep in Touch" aSL club of New
York. Many of you will know this from the article in
issue 2 July '80'CB Radio'. I thought I would drop you a
line and let you know that I have received many letters
from British breakers interested and I have forwarded
them to the 'Duke' who has started a British chapter of
KIT. I also thought that some of you may wish to just
swap aSL cards.

Are there any clubs in Wolverhampton or the Stourbridge area.
The Smudger.

Attention Readers
'Nill the Sundance Kid please write with his 20 about
his artwork, we would like to use it for something other
than a joke in the Mag.

ED
Also a message to Viking, we are interested in
reading your papers.

ED

NEXT DEMONSTRATION
IN LONDON
SEPTEMBER 27th
11 o'clock Speakers Corner
Marble Arch,
For Details Phone

TOM SOWDEN
P.0.1o)(61 . JUchmonc! Hill, N. Y. 11119· U.S.A.

P.....ld.nl, "K..p In Tooxh" Inrl DX·QSl Club

I now run a Realistic TRC 449 SSB with over 600
channels. It's a shame Buzby and your HO won't let you

01-720 7468

BROOKTRON

C.B. SPECIALISTS

CRAWLEY

EVERYTHING FOR THE ENTHUSIAST AND THE PROFESSIONAL MOBILE AND BASE STATION
EQUIPMENT STOCKIST OF HY-GAIN, ANTENNA SPECIALISTS FIRESTIK, SHAKESPEARE, AND
GC ELECTRONICS.
EVERYTHING FROM PLUGS TO LINEAR AMPS.

PHONE SHARON ON

(0293) 884087

144 HEATHFIELDS POUND HILL CRAWLEY SUSSEX

WE DO NOT SELL RIGS
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"UNLICENCEABLE" NOT FOR UK USE

1QOOO VICE PRESIDENT
ROY 40 CHANNEL/S WATT
C.B. MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

. PRICE

~~PLlCATION

plus delivery charge
T53[:naS()n~[: Sys153ms

26 Bachelors Walk,
Dublin 1, Ireland.
CB Radio September 80

Telephone:
Dublin 742043
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DXQSL
Internotionol
Club Spot
The English International OX Club, the only English QSL Club.
I founded the English International DX Club back in
1979, one of the main reasons I started the club was to
help start off my collection of QSL cards. Before I go
any further let me introduce myself, my name is Lez
Carroll, LC, hence the handle Lima Charlie One.
Now this may seem like plugging my own club, but
JOH persuaded me to do this write up seeing as how
my club is the only English one. I will in the future be
reporting on other clubs throughout the world, ones I
have personally tried. There are many different clubs,
some good, some not so good. It would be unfair of me
to say that the English International Club is the best
but I will say that we do our best. Our package is of
good quality and in comparison with many other clubs
the membership fee is reasonable.

ThiS is your personal invitation 10 join the only English OSl club, as a
lifetime member you will receive the following:1. Club Certificate
5. OX Unit No.
2. Club Rubber Stamp
6. 1.0. Card
3. Invitations 10 Clubs
7. Cloth Flag
4. 10 OSL from all Countries
The lotal cost of only £5.00 Sterling including First Class Postage.
Plus 10 of your Personal QSL Cards
POSTAL ORDERS or INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDERS only, 10 the
Founder and President
Lez Carroll
225 Arnold Street, Bondon,
Tyne & Wear NE35 9BA
England
Unit/Call/Station .
Name

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

.

Street/P.C. Box ........................•............•..

......

,)'~S.QlWlA...

. UNIT No.:J!.::.;C 4.?

~

J

ENGtrsFi'
IINTERNATIONAl:.
) D~-- LUa
...

14 JUL 1980

.. .

Date

.. .. -

~~
~

e

ENGLISH
INTERNATIONAL
DX--CLUB

.

resident

FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT
LIMA CHARLIE 1

Lez Carroll.
225 Arnold Street,
Boldon Colliery,
Tyne & Wear NE35 9BA
England.
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..

City/Province

.

City No/Zipper

IS A LIFETIME MEMBER OF THE

Country·

.
Date .

Because Britain is one of the last countries to use CB
and hence DX, the British QSL card is therefore a
sought after card. Personally I would advise anyone
interested in QSLing to get yourself some cards
printed and join a club. In the time I have been involved
with DX clubs I have made many friends, many have
now become great personal friends. I can honestly say
that I could go to almost any country and someone
would be able to show me around. You'd be surprised
how friendly DXers can really be, and amazingly it is
usually out of a genuine interest.
Perhaps one of the best things about QSL clubs is
that you don't actually have to operate a rig to get into
the QSL scene. All you actually need is the inclination,
your own cards and of course a club to join. Once you
have joined one club you will start to receive QSL
cards and you will also receive invitations to join other
clubs. These invitations can be varied and from ail
different regions throughout the world. It is hard to
know which one to choose so I will try to, with the aid of
this magazine, give you an idea of what different clubs
offer and which clubs are good and worthwhile, I will
also try to point out the fly by night DX clubs, unfort·
unately there are a few.
Next month I will give you my views on the VIP's Club
of Greece. So until then all the best 73's and 51 's, QRT.
Lez Carroll, Lima Charlie 1.
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crOSTJO.
CB EQUIPMENT IN SCOTLAND (WEST)
LARGE SELECTION OF ACCESSORIES
COME CLEAN
FREE ADVICE
Antennas
£:11.50
Gutter Mounts
Power Max. (Boot Roof!
1395
CBA-12 Manual Retractable
(Tri-Band)
25.95
2495
Mag Mount
DV 27 (Fibreglass Whip)
995
Trucker Twins
29.95
Base Stations from
19.95
Bits and Pieces
i: 19 95
Power M ikes from
19.95
Pre-AMP
12.95
SWR Meters from
1495
PA Horns from
Suppression Kits PL 259 M 358 'l1C
Prices include VAT

246 PAISLEY ROAD, RENFREW
WE DO

N~~E~:R~~5 ~~~O~GOR~

G8!.1
CAB,D18
~1}

WE WILL
INDIVIDUALL Y
ILLUSTRATE
A DESIGN FOR
YOUR HANDLE.

!711!1'
;SI,
l__4
__~'-_~ -- ~!~~~~~:

I

Ji

The Pnntshop
14, Coldharbour Lane

I.

01.R489241

THE CB SHACK
Importers of CB communications Equipment

ACCESSORIES
£: 6.50
lA MUST)
7.50
ANTENNA MATCHING UNITS
7.50
3 WAY ANTENNA SWITCH
FROM 14.95
SWR/FIELD STRENGTH METER
1550
TWIN METER SWRiPOWER
2395
SWR/POWER/WITH MATCHING UNIT
795
MAGNETIC BASE FOR MOBIL E ANTENNAS
2895
CB TEST METER SWR/POWER/MOD ETC.
PA HORN SPEAKERS
FROM 795
14.95
WHOOPER CAR ALARM
"CABLE. PLUGS. SOCKETS ETC.
TV1/SCI FILTERS

Everyone needs good publicity we are offering you low budget advertising

that really gets you noticed -

FOIL BLOCKED BOOK MATCHES
AND BUSINESS CARDSso cheap you'll want to give them to everybody.

The PRINTSHOP
14, Coldharbour Lane, Hayes, Middlesex.

AMATEUR RADIO ANTENNAS
2M 4 ELEMENT YAGI 9 DB GAIN
2M 11 ELEMENT YAGI 11.3 DB GAIN
2M 14 ELEMENT YAGI 1500 DB GAIN
2M RINGO RANGER VERTICLE 6 DB GAIN
28MHZRINGO RANGf'RVERTICLE3.75 DB GAIN

17.25
24.95
39.25
25.95
25.95

ALL ABOVE ARE NORMALLY EX-STOCK
ADVICE GIVEN FREELY

16 MOUNT VIEW ROAD ORPINGTON KENT
ORPINGTON (66) 32411

Telephone: 01·8489241
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The British Breakers Mag.
158c HIGH STREET
YIEWSLEY
MIDDLESEX

LET US KNOW
LET US KNOW

LET US KNOW

IF YOU ARE PLANNING A DEMO
OR A RALLY OR ANYTHING CB
OR IF YOU HAVE HEARD OF
SOMETHING IN YOUR AREA
DROP US A LINE AND

OF YOUR CLOSE SHAVES OR
YOUR BUST ESPECIALLY IF
ANYTHING HAPPENED THAT
WE WOULD FIND INTERESTING

LET US KNOW

AND IF YOU EVER FEEL LIKE
WRITING NOW'S YOUR CHANCE
SEND ANYTHING SHORT OR
LONG TO US. WE APPRECIATE
IT IF YOU LET US KNOW THEN
WE WILL LET OTHERS KNOW.

LET US KNOW

IN FACT IF YOU SEE OR HEAR
ANYTHING TO DO WITH CB OR
IF CB HAS HELPED YOU OR A
FRIEND LET US KNOW

TRADE ENQUIRIES FOR ADVERTISING OR COPIES OF CB RADIO WELCOME
CAN YOU USE A CAMERA? CAN VDU SCRIBBLE? THEN HOW ABOUT BECOMING
AN AREA REPORTER.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
Doncaster & District C.B. Accessories. We
carry one
the largest Slocks In the area at
realishc prices e.g. DV 27 - £: 10 - TWin Truckers
Ears complete - £: 28.50. All equipment guaranteed
at our two branches at Weekend D.1. Y. Motorist,
Unit, Thorn. Rd, 5tainforth, oH Mi6 june 6,
Tal Doncallter841 829/641 001 & 12-13 Main
View Edlington off Ai M june A630, Tel.
Rotherham 863792. Open Monday - Saturday 9am to 6pm. Slamlorth shop open Sunday
lOam to 1230pm This MagaZine available Irom
both shops

0'

ELECTRO TRADING CB spares and accessories
Power mikes. Meters. cables. plugs. slide mounts
etc Electro Trading, 282, Ecclesall Road,
Sheffield, S11 8PE. Tel: 0742 668844.

CB knowledgeabie person requlredtohelpestablish QC centre in London. Sex. age immaterial
Enthusiasm and understanding essential. Please
send full details of yourself. Arrowlodge, 45
Wimpole Street, W1 M 7DG.
CB RADIO ACCESSORIES in LEEDS. Phone
Howard alter 6pm LEEDS 686960.

BOOKS - Latest and best on CB. Also WIde
selection - techmcal books on radio and electronics - over 200 titles. Send 12p slamp with
your address (nOI SAEl for catalogue.
ZL Communications, Cantley, Near Norwich
Norfolk, NR1 3RT.

ATLANTIC C.B. SUPPLY. Your headquarters
for C.B. antennas. cables, PL259. SWR Meters,
Radios. our customers will be given first chance of
C.B. Radios when legal New retailers send company
name. address & phone or Business card or lellerhead for large wholesale purchases.
SPECIAL Antenna BooVRooVWingmounl £ 19.95
only £ 14 while supply lasts. Send cheque/money
order to Atlantic C.B. Supply, 142a Wanlip
Lane, Birstall, Leic's. Mail order only.
PLUGS PL259 PLUGS PL.259
High quality PL259 including reducer. 55p inc
VAT. P& P 12p. 100fl £5.20 incVAT. P& P60p.
Apply clo this MagaZine. Cheques, PIOs to
L.P.S. Digger.

If this is a friends mag, for subscription address phone teledata on 01-200 0200

SUBSCRIPTION

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS

1 YEAR INCLUDING FIRST CLASS POSTAGE £9.50
6 MONTHS INCLUDING FIRST CLASS POSTAGE £4.75
Your name & address will be kept totally confidential

10 PENCE PER WORD NO MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM
Your name & address must accompany adverllsemenl
and IS not confIdential

USA. AUS & all other countries surface mail same price as normal.
AIRMAIL TO EUROPE 1 YEAR £13.80
AIRMAIL TO USA 1 YEAR£: 18.00
AIRMAIL TOAUS 1 YEAR£20.00

NAME
ADDRESS

FEE ENCLOSED t

PLEASE START FROM ISSUE
No. of Inserts

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE OR P.O. TO CB RADIO
158c High St. Yiewsley, Middlesex
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Fee £

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE OR P.O. TO CB RADIO
158c High St. Yiewsley. Middlesex
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HOLIDAY AT BOURNEMOUTH
FOR ALL YOUR

This time of year it is nice down here
you will find our rates not dear so why not
come and stay this year.

CB SPARES & ACCESSORIES

LINDEN CAR SPARES
01·994 2780

MIDDLESEX HOUSE
1 A WICKHAM ROAD POKES DOWN
BOSCOMBE BOURNEMOUTH DORSET
Bed & Breakfast £4.00 a night £28 a VJeek
Full Board
£6.30 a night £44 a week

480. HIGH ROAD. CHISWICK. W.4.
WE STOCK:- ANTENNNAS.
SWR METERS, POWER SUPPLIES,
BASE STATION AERIALS, TVI FILTERS,
RG58 COAX AND ALL FITTINGS

BOURNEMOUTH (0202) 422317

CB er's 20

WE ALSO HAVE A QUALIFIED
ELECTRICIAN AVAILABLE FOR
ADVICE OR HELP WITH WIRING OR
INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS

HIGH STREET SERVICE STN
314 HIGH STREET
ALDERSHOT HANTS

SORRY BUT RIGS NOT AVAILABLE
UNTIL LEGAL

-

/

....

;: 100f0 DISCOUNT FORWLBC MEMBERS ....

TEL: ALDERSHOT
(0252) 23250

10-10 GOOD BUDDIES
KEEP YOUR EARS ON

RAD10

CBACCESSORIES
The Largest distributors of CB accessories
in Scotland and the North of England

Come and see the biggest and
. E '" best selection of CB radio
T",l{
0
"
"
I u d"'ng:TRIP Tot.l
accessories
,nc
CUST
EQUIPE

~
. .

SWR METERS

including HANSEN

MICROPHONES by
TURNER ·K4o
G.C.ElECTRoNICS
E'!B'('; Il"t I! "
.1):1

51 :.: ,

CUSTOM EQUIPE
CUSTOM EQUIPE GROUP
131 FOUNTAIN BRIDGE
EDINBURGH
EH3 gQG

Telephone:
(031 229) 8830
PARTIAL FITTING SERVICE
IN OUR RADIO DEPT.

:~TENN#ASI
HY-GAIN
SIRTEL

&

HMP

....

/

CAR RADIO AND STEREOS
SUPPLIED, FITTED AND REPAIRED

01-5755030

..

.

.

SOUND
AROUND

I

SOUND AROUND FOR
ALL YOU REQUIRE IN CB
OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

CB ACCESSORIES
SOUND AROUND
114 RUISLIP ROAD
GREENFORD
MIDDLESEX

WINTJOY FOR THE BEST IN CB
TURNER~:.:..------

TELEX~

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

the antenna
specialists co.

20% DISCOUNT OFF RETAIL TO ALL READERS OF CB RADIO
ON PRODUCTION OF THIS MAGAZINE AT OUR SHOP
Telephone
(09322) 48145
Sae £1.00 for comprehensive
catalogue

"W~y
Ltd.
Pholoset & Pnnled by Stephens Press Harrow England.

103 High St.
Shepperton
Middlesex
TW17 9BL

